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New name,
same game

Candidates prepare to face-off on issues impacting students
Campus Editor

change the name of
the Minority Affairs
Senator position
to Diversity Affairs
Senator | Page 3

The naked
truth
Columnist Marisha

A daily independent student
press serving the campus
and surrounding community
WWWBGVIEWS.COM

USG presidential debate approaches
By K.-lly M...I,

USG voted to

ESTABLISHED 1920

Undergraduate
Student
Government
Presidential
Candidates Sundeep Mutgi and
Rob Fmmelhainz will face off this
Wednesday to speak their minds,
share platforms and educate students on important University
issues at the annual presidential
debate.
This USCi sponsored debate

is an opportunity for University as the Stroh Center vote, more stustudents to play an active role in dents will be in attendance.
University government, I.indy
"We found out who the candiBobbitt, Procedures & Appeals dates would be right before spring
board member said.
break, and then we had break so
"This is our vote," she said. "We we really haven't had much time
get to determine our listening ear to advertise and plan," she said.
and who our voice for next year "But a lot of students are involved
will be."
in the big issues this year and now
Bobbin said the public relations the campus has a chance to see
for the debate has been as lacking
See DEBATE | Page 2
as the student participation in the
pastyears, but with hot issuessuch

Pietrowski would
like to gently remind
everybody that

PLATFORMS: WHERE DO THEY STAND7

MUTGI & BASCH

EMMELHAINZ & WU

"Changing the unjust rule of

"Community":
Bringing together the
community of Bowling Green
with a new focus on respect and
acceptance to ensure the
continued affordability of
student housing in the city

a three person maximum in
an off campus household":
Fighting to change the
minimum to four people per
house, which they feel is a fair
compromise.
"Providing students with a

"Learning":

larger, more diverse selec-

Renewing a focus on academics

tion of food and drink":

at BGSU: looking for new

Using the knowledge we have

enrollment and retention ideas

established to make sure you

getting naked and

and fighting for a more

can be happy with the food

technologically advanced

taking photos and

options and everything else

learning environment.

that goes along with it

video of yourself on
your cell phone is not

"Continuing the strength
and leadership of yesterday.
striving towards new goals
for tomorrow":
Continuing a strong link
between the executive, the
senate, and most importantly
the every day student who is
not in USG.

as glamorous as one
would think | Pag* 4

Speaking of
long overdue
buildings...

"Our Student Voice":
Reminding both USG and the
University Administration of our
student right to have our voice
heard; calling for greater
transparency and increased
attention to students input."

In his letter to
the editor, junior
Mark Swinerton
thinks the

paper?
plastic?
neither.

president's office
shouldn't lose
sight of the Wolfe
Center despite its

You can get a green

You can turn

You can use reusable

focus on the Stroh

job like working at

down your heat in

bags offered through-

the recycling center

the winter

out campus

Center | Pag* 4

All information and
photos taken from
the Mutgi/Basch.
Emmelha inz/ Wu
Facebook pages.

"It's time we update the
old. tired aspects of our
campus":
Stopping further budget cuts
in maintenance and begin low
cost, high impact landscaping
projects around campus.

Freshman soccer player

At long last
After placing last

suspended indefinitely

for the past two
seasons in the

¥

MAC Championships,
the Falcon gymnastics
team has turned

The BG News

You can replace

You can recycle ail

things around for

educated on green

your light bulbs with

your cans and plastics

this year | Pag* 7

issues and policies

CFLs light bulbs

at the recycle center

What makes you
want to headbutt
something?

MICHELLE COOPER
Senior. Special Education
"Anyone who's not a
Cleveland sports fan."
|Pag*4

k

Vuk
Krkeljic
Arrested Sunday on
charges of assault

and Jason Jones

You can become

Vuk Krkeljic a freshman forward
on the men's soccer loam, has
been indefinitely suspended
from all team activities following
an arrest for assault and obstruct- on recognizance bond.
A pretrial date was set for April
ing official business last weekend,
according to athletic department 8 at 9:30 a.m.
spokesman Mike Cihon.
Krkeljic came to BG from
Krkeljic. 19. was arrested at Serbia this past summer with
12:34 am on Sunday after head- the weight of some big expectabutting and punching another tions on his shoulders.
male before running from police
"We see him scoring a lot of
officers instructing him to stop, goals and being a force for this
police said.
program for lour years." assisYesterday, Krkeljic pleaded
See SOCCER | Page 2
not guilty to both charges at his
arraignment and was released

You can use electric vehicles or

i can use combine

I

By Andrew Harner

energy sources

ride bikes to and from campus

like wind turbines

instead of driving

By selling reusable bags,
the University helps the
environment ana saves money

Becoming greener
with the Bowling Green
Tree Commission

ByEHaFowkr

By Hannah Sparling

Reporter
Paper? Plastic? How about neither.
Neither is the vote of University Dining
Services, who decided to jump on the
bandwagon of retail stores selling reusable
bags to their customers last August. The
bags found at various locations throughout
campus cost three dollars, and students
can charge the bags to their BG1 cards.
"We are actually trying to help with environmental and stainability aspects," said
Sara Meyer, marketing coordinator for
Dining Services. "We want to give students
the option of using Ireusablel bags instead
of the plastic bags."
According to the Environmental
Protection Agency, an estimated 500 billion to 1 trillion plastic bags are consumed
worldwide, equating to over one million
plastic bags used per minute.
And while taking advantage of reusable

Reporter

Saving the environment is becoming
increasingly important on many people's
to-do-list, and the Bowling Green Tree
Commission is trying to show people
how.
In the fall of 2004. the commission
started holding three public meetings
each year to educate people and give them
practical ideas on how to save money and
the environment, said David Bienemann,
the Bowling Green city arborist. The last
meeting, on March 7. was about renewable energy.
Renewable energy is energy produced from natural processes that can
be replenished in a short period of time,
said loePerlaky, manager of the Maumee
Valley GrowersAssociat ion. Perlaky spoke
to about 35 Bowling Green residents at

See PLASTIC | Page 2

JkLAINABUZAS

Opening yesterday. Both Clark and Cobb have never worked at a Little Ceasers before

Little Ceasers opens in
downtown Bowling Green
By Jasper Bckkcn
Reporter

Little Italy is coming to Bowling
Green with the opening of another pizza place in the city.
Yesterday, Little Ceasers celebrated their grand opening,
with the new store located near
Kroger's on North Main Street.
Mike Wrobel is the manager
of the new franchise store, lie

>2

See TREE

Ini B0 NEWS

PIZZA! PIZZA!: Justin Clark and Antonan Cobb help promote Little Ceasers' Grand

REUSABLE SAG PHOTO BY RACHEl RADWANSKI

thinks pizza is real student food,
and he can give them something
different compared to Pizza Hut
or Domino's.
"We offer the same quality pizza
as the other restaurants," he said.
"It's only cany-OUt but you don't
need to wait jfor your pizza]."
Kuiior Amanda Citron had her
SeeCAESERS ?age2
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Dude,
if
we lived at
Copper Beech...

.we'd have it all
> FREE Internet

> FREE cable
FREE private shuttle
: Private baths
> Furnished if needed
> Full-size dishwasher
> Full-size washer
and dryer

> Shuttle service to
bars on Friday &
Saturday nights
Full-size wash
and dryer
> and much more...

> FREE f)

Tuesday &. Friday 1 lam to 5pm

gpper oeech
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TREE
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FRIDAY,
MARCH 20

the March 7 meeting. His main
focus was on different energy
sources and practical ways to
help people use them.
Perlaky said there is always
a way to save energy and participate in the green movement.
It can be as easy as turning off
lights when no one is in a room,
switching to a compact florescent light bulb or turning down
the thermostat.
"There's always (an] opportunity to engage in some kind
of renewable energy," he said.
"Something as simple as changing a light will save significant
amounts of energy."
More and more people are
starting to participate in the
green movement. Perlaky said.
There is still a lot of room for
growth, but overall people are
starting to understand what is
going on and are making the
move toward change.
Perlaky said one idea people
are starting to incorporate into
their lives is using more than
one alternate energy source at
once. The wind isn't great as
an energy source all year-round,
and neither is the sun, he said,
but when they're used together
they are much better. In the
future, Perlaky said people will
be able to plug their electric
cars into their garages, and then
charge them using solar power.
"We're starting to integrate
different energies together in
a system," he said. "Instead of
just putting in solar or just putting in wind, people arc putting
in a combination."
Another way people are getting involved is through green
jobs. Over 12,000 new jobs
would be created in Ohio by
2020 if energy efficient programs were adopted, according
to the American Council for an
Energy-Efficient Economy.
Perlaky said he thinks what
needs to happen to create
jobs in Northwest Ohio is a
focus shift. He said people in
Nort hvvest Ohio are really good
at making things, but they need
to shift their attention from the
auto industry to energy.
"lust like our parents did in
the automotive field, we should
he able to do that with energy,"
he said.

1:23 A.M.
A srudent will be referred to student
discipline for a liquor law violation in
Mac West.
3:39 P.M.
Complainant reported an iiate male
student in Hanna Hall.
11:25 P.M.
Byard Eblmg. Naperville. Ill. was
cited for underage under the influence in Compton.

PLASTIC
From Page 1

SATURDAY.
MARCH 21
3:57 A.M.
Bowling Green Police Department
reportOough. One male was transported
to Wood County Hospital by the
Bowling Green Fire Department

SUNDAY.
MARCH 22
1:18 A.M.
Kaleb Childers. of Marion. Ohio, was
cited for possession of marijuana
less than 100 grams and drug paraphernalia He was also given a verbal
warning for disorderly conduct and
public indecency
1:23 A.M.
Complainant reported someone
was setting fire to branches on the
basketball courts between Kreischer
and Harshman. Officer checked the
area but nothing was found.
201A.M.
James Meeuws. of Detroit, was
cited for disorderly conduct for
fighting
1227 P.M.
Complainant reported a banner
was destroyed at the Business
Administration Building.
9:58 P.M.
Eric Gasl. of Mason. Ohio, was cited
for possession of drug paraphernalia m Lot 6 overflow. He was also
referred to student discipline.

MONDAY,
MARCH 23
1015A.M.
Hi i'i: 'rrx>rte-d his truck was
broken into at Tire Man and items
were stolen.
3:46 P.M.
Two juvenile males stole two twenty-pack Stampede Icy Mint cigars
valued at $2.15 each from Barneys.
11:40 P.M.
Mario Jordan. 19. and Sean
Tutstone. 21. both of Bowling Green,
were oted for disorderly conduct
after another resident at their
■apartment complex on Klotz Road
complained multiple times about
the loud music coming from their
residence.

*

RACHEL MDWMISKI I THE Bb NEWS
REUSABLE: The University Dining Services sell reusable shopping bags in Commons Marketplace An estimated 500 billion to 1 trillion
plastic bags are consumed worldwide.

0N LINE: Go to bgviewscom f« the
complete blotter list

bags is tjri'at for the environment,
Meyer said it's also good for the
University's budget because it
saves money.
"Honestly, when the students
pay for them Ireusable bags],
then' is now no cost for us to
provide Iplasticl bags to those
Students," she said.
Since the University started
providing reusable bags at places
like Common's Marketplace and
Temptations, they nave sold 654
bags to students.
Karina I ligginbotham is one of
those students.
[hey are cute and I feel like I
have a whole lot of plastic bags in
inv loom, saved up for whenever
I need llietn." said I ligginbotham,
who owns two University Dining
Service's bags ' It is hard to recycle
them [plastic bags). So I use my

DEBATE
From Page 1
the big picture and hear the
candidate's views.'
Candidate Rob Emmelhainz,
current organization liaison
committee chair, said he will
use the delate as an opportunity to show students what his
team has to offer and why he
would be the best presidential
candidate.
"The big issues we are discussing are student-resident relationships, the Stroh Center and
general facility improvements."
he said. "I hope there will be a
lot more student participation
because these issues have been
fairly publicized."

We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-572-6966.

bags."
Hvangelista added she feels
people use the bags because they
are trying to save the planet by
reducing the amount of plastic

CAESERS

From Page 1

From Page 1

tanl coach Ken White said early

in the 2008 season.
To this point, he hasn't come
close to living up to the hype.
At the beginning of the
season, Krkcljic was a seemingly permanent fixture in the
falcons' starting lineup.
But as the season wore on, his
playing time diminished. Soon
lie was out ofthe starting lineup,
and by late in the season, most
of his time in came late in games
that were out of hand for BG.
and opportunities to perform,
Krkcljic never scored a goal or

registered an assist
With this latest incident,
Krkcljic now faces serious problems, and with spring soccer
looming, his future with the
falcons remains up in the air.

check us out
online (*>

they use.
"My initial reaction Iwhcn 1 see
people with reusable bagsl is they
are aware of how important the
green movement is," said Brian
Metzger, who owns his own reusable bags from places like Booksa-MiOion.
Metzger added he doesn't own
one of the University's bags, but
feels the University having bags is
a good idea.
"It is another way that the
campus can help out a little bit
and show others to think more
smartly and to not be wasteful,"
he said.
Using reusable bags helps
everyone involved, Meyer said.
"I highly encourage students to
use them because it is a responsible way to help our environment,"
she said. "The less plastic bags we
have out there is better for everyone involved — the environment,
the University and the students
themselves."

Current Vice President and really help students play a proacPresidential Candidate Sundcep tive role and come watch us."
Both candidates said they are
Mutgi said this year is an interesting one because in the past ready for the debate because
the candidate's have had very they have been campaigning
similar issues with different for weeks and trying to increase
ways of communicating them, student involvement.
"We've been practicing for the
but this year the issues are comdebate by speaking to organizapletely different.
"I don't know if there will be- tions and asking what they want
any kind of clashing of informa- us to be." Emmelhainz said. "We
tion since the issues really are so are bouncing our ideas off of
different," he said. "But people people and offering the students
want to know the platforms and a bigger piece of student governabout the Stroh Center so it will ment."
The debate will be held
be a pretty stand-alone debate.
"The big issues like the Stroh Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in
Center have been publicized Olscamp 111. Students are
and students are actively encouraged to submit questions
Involved with the referendum for the candidates to Moderator
and the protests or petitioning. Kyle Reynolds at kylepr^bgsu.
That debate and 01 her topics will edu.

SOCCER

Despitthavingadecniatetirne

CORRECTION
POLICY

own bags.''
I ligginbotham added while
growing up her mom was a "recycling woman" and so she became
one herself.
University Dining Services isn't
the only place in town selling
their own reusable bags. Stores
like Kroger, Will-Mart, Aldi and
Meijer all sell their own reusable bags and Dollar Street, who
got their own reusable hags last
Nov emlxr, have seen an increase
in the number of people who use
them.
"1 have seen a decline [in the
use of plastic bags|." said Yolanda
F.vangelista. assistant manager of
Dollar Ira. "A lot of people bring
their own Kroger or Walgreens
bag here and use them. A lot of
people don't even ask for plastic

first little Caesars pizza Sunday
night after a friend of hers got
trained that night for the opening of tlie new store.
"He brought some pizza with
him, and the pizza tasted fine,"
she said. "There are definitely
better places to get pizza, but
you can't ignore a S5 pizza, it's
just so cheap."
junior lustin Delohn said
little Caesars is great for the
money you spend on if
"1 love little Caesars," he
said. "They had one hack home
I lamilton, Ohio] and my summer diet was the $5 pizza. I will
definitely go to the little (iiesars
here in town, especially on the
weekends and when I'm dmnk"
For Wrobel, the value of the
pizza is a big issue.
"Our pizzas are cheaper than

"I will definitely go to
the Little Caesars here
in town, especially on
the weekends..."
Jubtin DeJohn | Student
other restaurants." he said. "But
we do have quality pizzas with
real cheese Imadcl fresh daily.
Some people think that a $12
pizza from Doiniiios tastes tetter, but 1 only want to say try it at
least once."
And though the creation of
a new pizza place in Bowling
Green will give students more
options, sophomore Mary
Thompson thinks over ten different stores is too much.
But Wrubel said he thinks the
question should be about the
quality of the pizza and not about
the number of pizza places.

BG Views

ALAINABUZAS I THE BG NEWS
ORDER: Abby Crawson and LaRiche Jones order at Little Caesers" Grand Opening yesierday.
"It's five dollars! It's hot. Its ready." Crawson satd,

.com
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Bowling Green already has
some green jobs in place. Kevin
Maynard, director of utilities
in Bowling Green, said there is
work involved in manufacturing the wind turbines, and also
in watching and maintaining
them. The city also recycles
waste water, which is reused by
locallandscapers.Materialslike
plastic, glass, paper and cardboard are recycled too, which
creates jobs at the recycling
center while saving resources
at the same time.
Maynard said the utilities
department is also working
on a new program involving
energy efficiency and financial
incentives for customers who
use energy efficient appliances
or have other ways of conserving energy. He said the program will also involve an education aspect to help people
understand ways to save and
use less.
Maynard said the details
of the program are still in the
works, but he hopes it will create some jobs. A lot of what
happens and how will depend
on the response the program
receives and what people are
willing to do.
"We can't force people to use
less," he said. "We're hoping to
provide enough information
that it makes sense for them to
do that."
One factor that will probably have a big influence on the
incentive program is the economy. Maynard said the effects
ofthe economy on the program
arc not clear yet because it is
such a new idea. Once it gets
underway, he said, it will be
easier to tell how much the
economy will influence people's willingness to participate.
"Has |the economy] caused
a lot of people to call us?" he
asked. "No, but a lot of people
weren't calling us before."
Perlaky said the economy
does have one positive side.
Even though people arc struggling right now, it is making
them realize they can't keep
living like they were 6efore,
and is causing them to think
about the changes they need
to make.
"It's actually teaching people and forcing people to think
a little differently," he said.
"Overall, this transition we're
going through should payoff."

Months
Interest FREE
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Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800
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Disney opens doors for students
By Beck/ Teller
Reporter

Wall Disney World is the place
where dreams come (me, bin for
senior Natalie Davidson it's where
her dreams began with the Disney
College Program.
The program, Davidson said,
is a semester where students can
take time away from typical college classes and gam skills while
working at Disney World.
Davidson said she always wanted to work for Disney, and after
hearing about the program from
her friends, she decided to explore
her options.
"I didn't know what I wanted to
do with my life, and it had always
been a dream of mine to work
for Disney in any capacity,'' she
said. "I thought it would be a good
break."
Davidson applied for the summer and fall of 2007 and was
offered a job in custodial services.
Though cleaning the park isn't how
most students imagine spending a
semester, Davidson said custodial
services opened a lot of opportunities for her as far as communicating with people and connecting
with guests.
Davison
was eventually
moved from custodial to lead
the Kilimanjaro Safari in Disney's
Animal Kingdom.
"I had to learn a 20 minute spiel
about the animals and ride around
like a real safari," she said. "It was a

GET A LIFE
CALENDAR Of EVENTS
Some ownK taken from events bgsuodu

5:30 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Environmental Toxins
and the Brain
101A Olscamp

6:30 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Native American Unity
Council weekly meeting
1010 Business Administration
Building.

SAVING A LIFE

"The presentation really gives students
an idea of all the positions available
at the park, and a basic overview of all
Disney owns."
Andrea Gutierrez I Assistant Director for Student Career Center
nice change."
Disney also allows students to
take classes that can count for
credit at the University. Davidson
took a class called "Marketing
You," that taught her about writing
resumes, cover letters and business cards.
Davidson said her favorite part
of the Disney College Program was
the people she met from all over
the country and the world.
"1 had friends from England and
Africa, and everybody comes in
wanting to have a good time so it's
great," she said.
Andrea Gutierrez, an assistant
director for die Student Career
Center, said the Disney College
program is a popular destination
for college students.
To apply for the program.
Gutierrez said students first need
to watch a presentation about
what opportunities Disney can
give to students. The presentation
is offered by a representative twice
a year at the University, but students can also watch it online.
"The presentation really gives
students an idea of all the posi-

tions available at die park, and a
basic overview of all Disney owns,"
she said.
Students who are interested can
apply for a fall or spring semester
online at www.wdwcollegepro
gram.com. If a student is accepted,
Gutierrez said there are many roles
for students to choose from, like
running attractions, food service
and housekeeping.
But Gutierrez said then' are draw
backs to working at the "happiest
place on earth." She said many
students feel Disney did not teach
them anything pertaining specifically to their major.
tod though that may be true,
Gutierrez said the connection and
skills gained are well worth it.
"On a resume seeingWalt Disney
World... tiiat's the most recognizable place in the world and people
identify with that," she said "You
learn transferable skills at the best
places on earth, skills that will go
toward any profession."
Gutierrez said the University
See DISNEY | PaqeS

USG votes to change Minority
Affairs to Diversity Affairs

530 pm. - 7:30 p.m.
Beer Tasting:
Extreme Beers
Black Swamp Pub

Tuesday. March 24.2009 3

By India Hunter
Reporter

Undergraduate
Student
Government members voted on
a resolution to change the name
of the current Minority Affairs
senator position to Diversity
Affairs senator at last night's general assembly meeting
With 15 senators voting yes,
one no and two abstentions, the
resolution will now be passed to
Vice President of Student Affairs
Edward Whipple for approval.
After hearing input from snidents and discussing the issue

amongst themselves, USG members thought the name change
was in the best interest of all
involved.
"I've given it some thought
since last week's meeting and
haven't been able to come up
with a better name, so I think
Diversity Affairs Senator is the
most appropriate," At-Largc Sen.
l£0 Almeida said.
Minority Affairs Sen. Tyler
DellSCfa also agreed tiiat changing
the name was the right decision.
See USG | Page 5

3rd Conference on Student Global Competitiveness

CLEAN WATER: Sophomore Rachel Holmes spent yesterday afternoon in the Student Union Oval at the Woild Water Week information
table, set up by Unicef and the BGSU Tap Project.

Students stare into starry abyss
through campus stargazing program
Stargazing finds rising popularity on campus thanks to hardworking staff
By Kristen Thieb.iud

stellations,'' Adam leis, a senior
digital an major on the staff,
said.
Almost every member is hand
picked by a teacher in the science department, but they have
to get past Smith to make it on
the team.
After pulling a few applications, Smith gives perspective
members the "hot seat packet,"
a 12-page guide consisting of
all the information they need to
know.
"lit is| the biggest mental challenge comparable to memorizing a short book of the bible."
sophomore physics major Jeff
Stevenson said.
Alter prospective staff members make it through the "hot
seat."theyarcgiven ldto 12more
packets that cover all aspects of
knowledge they need to know
besides die original packet,
according to Smith.
While memorizing the packet,
the members also undergo rigorous hands-on-training involving
use of the hall-meter telescope
and planetarium to leam constellations.
Each member is taken to

Although the Mars in Bowling
Green are nearly always visible
without the smog and pollution
of cities littering the skies, most
University students probably
would have a hard time pointing
out specific constellations.
But thanks to the Stargaze stall,
students don't have to remain
clueless about die heavens any
longer.
I lie Stargaze staff is advised
by Dale W Smith, who arrived at
the University in 1983. The group
originally operated three nights a
week, but die staff added nights
as the program became more
popular.
Now,
Sunday
through
Thursday, stargazers are led by
two of the 10-mcmber team. The
staff members take 20 students at
a time to the roof of the physical
science building to show off the
basic constellations, along with
their own twists.
"Each stargaze is different.
Some focus on certain constellations, while others like to explain
the myUiology behind the con-

the roof of the Earth Sciences
Building where the telescope is
located, and informed how to set
up the four smaller telescopes.
They also leam how to initialize
and maneuver the larger halfmeter reflecting telescope located inside die dome.
"You must be dedicated and
ready for the crowds at crunch
time," Smith said. The cninch
comes near the end of the semester when the 500 to 700 students
that are required to attend a session wait too long
"People tend to put it off when
it's cold, and then attack us all at
once at the end of the semester,"
Dan Roth, a sophomore physics
major, said.
During die planetarium phase
of the training, they use laser
pointers and leam basic constellations. This session alone
is roughly two hours long. Alter
they leam the constellations,
Smith moves the sky around to
quiz them on positions
And even after all dtis, new
inductees still have not secured
SeeSTARGAZE I
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New at BGSU:

No Paper.
No Lines.
No Problem.

Saturday, March 28, 2009
8am-5pm
201 &206 Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Bowling Green State University

Students Intiative
for Global Competitiveness

eBill, ePayment & eRefund
coming April 6,2009
monthly bursar billing notification will
be sent to your BGSU email account. Sign up your
parent for billing information access.
QBIII'

ePdyment'. new enhanced Web site for
payment services, payment search, payment history.
Enroll your parent as an authorized payer.

Speakers

QnCfUnd'. from in line to online enroll in
electronic banking direct deposit for your
financial aid refunds!
To enroll: log onto my.bgsu, click "Bursar Bill View/
Pay" for your new services page.
For information: go to www.bgsu.edu/
offices/bursar •

BGSU

Special Thanks To
To Register

Go to completeglobally.org
For more information, email Jake at
jakemg@bgso.edu

Free & Open to Public

Graduate College
College of Arts & Sciences
College Of Business Administration
Also Thanks to
University Honors Program
Graduate Program in Policy History
College of Education
American Marketing Association

•

,,'

Office of the Bursar
132 Administration Bldg.
Phone:419-372-2815
Fax:419-372-7665
bursar@bgsu.edu
www.bgsu.edu/offices/bursar
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"This is our vote. We get to determine our listening ear and
who our voice for next year will be."
- Lindy Bobbitt. Procedures & Appeals board member, on the USG debate and elections, [see story, pg. 1].
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What makes you want to headbutt something or someone?
lie who wear

"People who quote

"People smoking 10

"When you're behind

feet in front of you

someone and they

black socks with

Will Ferrell movies

while you're walking."

know it and don't

shorts."

and think it's really

Have your own take on

funny."

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

PETER PEDERSOM,
Senior.
History

a question7 Give us your

hold the door open."
SHANNON SAMPLE.
Senior,
Middle Childhood Ed.

KAREN TAIT,
Sophomore.
Foolish & Theater Tech

TIFFANY STEELE.
Senior.
IPF

exting' leads to complications
both legal and personal for teens
offender for the next 25 years

As it'll phone technology
evolved into phones having
photo and video capturing
Capabilities, owners could use
Ihese services to communicate
Jmages to family, friends and
yignificanl others. Of course.
|his lead to the phenomenon
pf "sexting,'' or sending sexually
Explicit or pornographic images
and videos to significant others.
As cell phones become more
advanced, they are also becoming more accessible to younger
children and teenagers, many of
whom are rather impressionable
and ignorant toward the consequences of sexting material to
others. Although it can create
problems for people no matter
the age, for minors, materials
sent through sexting may not
simply embarrass a reputation,
they could ruin lives.
In Middletown. Ohio, a 13,'ear-old boy was charged with
_ andering obscenity Involving
a minor after school officials
discovered he shot and possessed a sexually explicit video
of an underage classmate on
his phone. According to the
"Cincinnati Enquirer," teachers at the teen's school became
aware of the video after the
young boy bragged to his friends
about it and siiowed it off at a
school skating parry.
In situations such as this,
many people can find themselves in deep trouble. The original creators and receivers, as
well as secondary receivers of
the content, may be charged
with felony counts of child pornography, punishable by jail
time and designation as a sex

Additionally, as in the case
of the Middletown boy, suspensions in school can prevent students from even finishing their
education, hindering a social
and professional life before the)
are even old enough to enter the
working world.
Ibis certainly isn't the first
instance of teenagers sexting, and it's unlikely to be the
last. Law enforcement offices
are beginning to recognize the
increasingly common issue, and
are working to do something
about the problem. An article
in "The Toledo Blade" discussed
an increased effort by the Lucas
County prosecutor's office to
bring attention to the serious
consequences of sexting.
Ibis can be an effective waj
to prevent teens from making a
mistake in the name of teenage
relationships land possibly peer
pressurel. By spending money
and providing resources to
inform teenagers of the danger-,
of sexting, it may be able to save
money and resources prosecuting teenagers as a result of a
lapse in judgment.
To young teenagers, the idea
of love and relationships tends
to be glorified to the point one
feels they found their soul mate
at 13 years old and thev will
enter into a blissful, long-lasting
relationship without any drama.
As a result, those engaged in
a relationship may "sext" their
significant other because they
feel the need to impress them,
and do not think about what
may happen to those files once
the relationship ends.
In an act of revenge, the
receiver of the previously con
fidential material may decide
to humiliate their ex by sending the content to their friends,
Not ever)' teenager who creates
sexual content will necessarily
think this way, and not ever)

relationship will involve sexual
content such as this. However,
if teenagers who choose to send
content to others are discovered, the effects of sexting are
not worth impressing others.
Additionally, as shown by the
amount of annoying "phone lost
/ phone stolen I phone missing
after drunken activity" groups
on lacebook, strangers can
come into contact with phones
\ cry easily In lower grade levels,
many school faculty confiscate
phones from students if they
use them during class.
Even if a teenager is keeping
sexually explicit content they
receive to themselves, if their
phones were to get out of their
hands there is no telling who
could see what's stored on the
phones, and what people may
do with the content. There are
many ways a student's private
actions, meant to be shared
only with their significant others, could (Miter into the wrong
hands and the hands of the law.
Society is changing and there
is little denying that, in terms of
sexual expression, kids are growing up faster than ever. I lowever, this does not mean teens will
think about the ramifications of
their actions before engaging in
sexual behaviors.
Everyone, regardless of age,
should think before sexting
as "sotted" material can enter
into the wrong hands whether
you are legal or not. However,
teenagers in particular should
be educated on the dangers
of sexting and the added consequences it has on them as
minors before their education
becomes a lesson in criminal
punishment.

Respond to Marisha at
lhenews@bgnews.com

Libertarians to be taken seriously
By Max Avcry
Oklahoma Daily
Libertarians are smart.
Historically, when countries
enacted the type of extreme freemarket economic principles
advocated by libertarians, there
have been popular uprisings,
rapid economic decline, corrupt
governments, dictatorships and
civil war.
Examples of these negative
effects have been seen in Chile
under Pinochet. Apartheid
South Africa. Indonesia under
Suharto, ban under the Shah,
modern Colombia and many
others.

Think of these like Russia's
attempt at socialism — they
were poorly managed attempts
at an ideal.
I ihertarianism is incredibly
similar to anarchism. Neither
like government; anarchists
want no government to eliminate governmental control, libertarians just want to shrink it
until it's impotent and doesn't
have the power to influence
people's lives. These are two different attempts at the same conclusion of liberation from stale
control.
Anarchism has, unfortunately
been taken as a joke in popular culture. When legitimately

considered it actually refers to
community cooperation, and a
strict prohibition of centralized
authority.
I he individual should decide
everything that affects the individual. After all, why should
someone else, especially the
government, have control over
your life-'
The goal of libertarians has
been to weaken governmental
regulations and authority. When
states issue the unpopular legislation advocated by libertarians,
it hurts governmental legitimacy. Their effort to shrink the size
of government also removes the
government's effectiveness.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

>

ONLINE: Read the rest of this article
on line at bgvwwscom

*

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

feedback at bgnews.com
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LETTERST0 THE EDITOR
Helping to dear any leftover Section 0 confusion
I would like to clear up some
confusion regarding Section
O.
The current version has
been approved by all parties
who had taken issue with
inspections and licensing.
The mayor of Bowling Green
has formed an Ad Hoc committee to address the housing issues brought out by the
battle over Section O.
This committee has members from the University.
USG. City Council, Boomtown
Group,
the
East
Side
Neighborhood Organization,
the Wood County Apartment
Association,
Health
Department,
Bowling
Green City Administration,
City Prosecutor and the
Bowling Green Community
Partnership. This committee
approved Section O as it is
now written.
The only group that voted
not to approve was the
Bowling Green Community
Partnership members who arc
acting as moderators for the
committee. The committee is
looking at enhancing current
codes and enforcement. There

Cartwright s e-mail to
students favors Stroh
instead of Wolfe Center
The University president's
office recently sent an e-mail
to students about voting no in
the referendum for the Stroh
Center on March 27, 2009.
The e-mail talks a lot about
how "The arena will be the site
of new student convocations,
graduation ceremonies, concerts, high profile speakers,
and other campus and community events." Yes, the Stroh
Center would be great for these
events.
But when one of our famous
alumni, Kva Marie Saint, came
to speak in the theater of

have been three meetings so
far and the public is invited
to and has attended these
meetings. The next meeting
is April 2 at the city council
chambers.
In the last complete citywide housing survey in
2006. 81.1 percent of houses in Bowling Green had no
deficiencies. Only 5.6 percent
had two or three deficiencies,
and only 0.6 percent had four
or more.
By 2008, 71 percent of deficiencies have been corrected
or showed progress. Another 9
percent have submitted plans
of action for repairs. Saying
there is a problem may be
overstating it.
Toledo has problems with
bad neighborhoods; are you
afraid to walk down any street
in Bowling Green? Sandusky
has a vacant and abandoned
property problem with hundreds of abandoned and
neglected homes. What percent of homes do you need
before writing laws that affect
an entire community; laws
that may cost the city and
its resident their hard earned
money and may allow people
in your home uninvited.
Currently you can call the
city or health department if

your landlord is not making
repairs and invite them to
inspect and have the landlord
cited. The Ad Hoc committee
has agreed there are housing
issues, not just with rentals
but all homes. The committee
is addressing these problems.
I think that we can all agree
wt want Bowling Green to be
a great place to live, it was
voted one of the best places to
live by "Ohio Magazine." I was
born and raised in Bowling
Green and after serving in the
armed forces returned as a
college student. I graduated
from the University and now
raise my children here. I will
likely be buried here; I am a
townie in every sense of the
word.
Section O was passed as is
at the last city council meeting and is now part of the
City of Bowling Green Master
Plan.

University Hall, just think: she
could have spoken in a completed WolfeCenter. That building had been promised to the
University over ten years ago.
The Wolfe Center could also
host events that the president's
office has listed for the new
arena. The Wolfe Center could
bring in National Touring Cast
of current Broadway Shows
which could bring in revenue
for the University.
The president's office does
state both the Stroh Center and
the Wolfe Center have been
long overdue, but the recent
hype of long overdue buildings
didn't start until the recent talk
of the building of the Stroh
Center, and the hype was not
for the Wolfe Center. The feel-

ings that the president's office
has given to the Stroh Center
and not the Wolfe Center questions how important the arts
are to a liberal arts university,
and whether alumni and students who have graduated or
will graduate in these modes
of academia should support
a university financially when
they see their department is
not recognized as important
for the whole well being of the
University.

Chris Ostrowski,
Member of the Ad Hoc
Housing Committee
Respond to Chris at
thenewsfc'bgnews. com

Mark Swinerton. Junior,
Communications

Respond to Mark at
thenews@bgnews.com

■ E-mail us at thenews<?bgnews.corri.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
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Obama administration announces
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new element in economic recovery
By Tom Raum
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The Obama
administration aimed squarely
at the crisis clogging the nation's
credit system yesterday with a
plan to take over up to SI trillion
in sour mortgage securities with
the help of private investors. Por
once, Wall Street cheered.
The announcement filled in
crucial blanks in the administration's financial rescue package and
formed what President liarack
Obama called "one more critical
element in our recovery."
The coordinated effort by the
Treasury Department, the [federal
Reserve and the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp. relies on a mix of
government and private money
— mostly from institutional investors such as hedge funds—to help
banks rid their balance sheets of
real-estate related securities that
are now extremely difficult to
value.
The goal, said Obama, is to get
banks lending again, so "families
can get basic consumer loans,
auto loans, student loans, (and so)
that small businesses are able to
finance themselves, and we can

GERALD HERBERT

U

SECURING GOOD CREDIT: President Barack Obama speaks to reporters in the
Roosevelt Room of the White House m Washington yesterday.

start getting this economy moving
again."
It was a huge gambit and one
that came like a tonic to Wall
Street, which had panned an earlier outline of the program that
lacked detail.
Stocks soared, the Dow (ones
industrial average shooting .up
more than 400 points, thanks to
the bank-assets plan and a report
showing an unexpected jump in
home sales.
The plan is designed to help fix
a value on die damaged mortgage
loans and other toxic securities.

If the value of the securities goes
up the private investors and taxpayers would share in the gains.
If the values go down, the government and private investors would
incur losses.
"This will help banks dean up
their balance sheets and make
it easier for diem to raise capital." Treasury Secretary Timothy
Geithner told reporters.
The plan will take $75 billion to
$ 100 billion from the government's
existing $700 billion Troubled
Asset Relief Program. The government will pair this with private

investments and loans from the
KDIC and the I fed to generate $500
billion in purchasing power.
Geithner said purchases eventually could grow to $1 trillion
- roughly half of the estimated
$2 trillion of toxic assets on bank
books DOW
On the hot seat, Geithner has a
lot personally tied to the success
of the new program. His performance in the Cabinet, including
his slowness in learning about
multimillion dollar executive
bonuses paid by Insurance giant
AIG after taking bailout money,
has been severely criticized by
some in (longress.
Geithner testifies today before
the House financial Services
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Under a typical transaction, for
every $I00 in soured mortgages
being purchased from banks, tlie
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die government. The remaining
$H6 would be covered by a govern ment loans.
The plan was introduced ahead
of a summit next week in i i melon
of 20 major and developing economies snuggling with the global
recession.
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USG
From Paqe 5
"After speaking to people in my
constituency, most agree with calling the position Diversity Affairs
Senator," Deitsch said.
There were some concerns diat
changing the name of die Minority
Affairs Senator would affect the
people currently being represented by the position.
"My question is, would changing
it to the title of Diversity Affairs
Senator change the constituent group?" USG Vice President
Sundeep Mutgi asked.
Ultimately, senators decided the
people being served would not
change.
"Even though the name is changing the constituency isn't changing," Almeida said.
Changes in the USG constitution was also discussed last night
One proposed change was made
by Minority' Affairs Sen. Starmisha
Page after she proposed to possibly
add more Minority Affairs Senator
positions in USG.
"I feel USG needs to represent
the diversity of this campus and
two positions aren't enough," Page
said. "I spoke with people who
were in USG back in 1969. and
even they were surprised that
there are still only two Minority
Affairs Senators."
Deitsch agreed with the suggestion to add more Minority Affairs
Senator positions.
"I understand where Sen. Page
is coming from," Deitsch said.
"Adding more Minority Affairs
Senators would be more proportionate."
While some people saw that
viewpoint, others had a differing
opinion on the suggestion.
"I think that having two senators
in that position is adequate," AtLarge Sen. Kevin Basch said.
loseph Edens, sophomore and a
senator candidate for the election
said he thought adding more positions to USG didn't make sense at
this time
"I look around the room and see
so many empty chairs," Edens said.
"Aren't you having a hard enough
time getting senators to come to
meetings, so why seem even less
legitimate by adding more positions."
Instead of adding four more
Minority Affairs Senators, one
senator suggested adding only
two more to make a total of tour
Minority Affairs Senators.
"Maybe just take baby steps
because trying to get 40 senators
to come to the meetings is a problem as it is," Wfest Units Sen. Sarah
Shepherd said.
More discussion on USG constitutional changes will take place
during next weeks meeting
USG President John Waynick
urged everyone to be informed
regarding the Stroh Center
Referendum vote taking place this
Friday.
"I encourage everyone to vote no
matter how you feel on the issue,"
Waynick said. "I think it's great that
student government interest is at
an all time high."

check us out online @
WWW.

REASONS TO

Housing market may be on the
rebound after several slides
WASHINGTON — Sales of previously occupied homes jumped
unexpectedly in [february by
die. largest amount in nearly six
years as first-time buyers took
advantage of deep discounts on
foreclosures and other distressed
properties.
Economists said sales, while still
at levels not seen since 1997, may
finally be coming back to life after
declining sharply following the
stock market plunge last autumn.
Prices, however, are expected to
keep falling well into the year. Tens
of thousands of homes reman tied
up in the foreclosure process and
are not yet for sale. Plus, as die

STARGAZE
From Page 3
their position on the staff.
Putting all of the hard work to
use in running tiieir first stargaze
is when Smith feels it all comes
together.

DISNEY
From Page 3
sends about eight to ten students a year to the program, but
said this year there will be fewer
because Disney isn't hiring as
many employees.
"They are hiring less because
they don't have as many guests,"
she said," So the economy has
really affected all internships."
\i 111111 i 11j; to the Disney College
Program website, studentscanmake
around minimum wage depending
on die job they do Disney offers
College Program housing, and payments arc taken out of employees'
paycheck. Iransportation is provided and admission to the Disney
parks is also free.

recession deepens and job losses
mount, many buyers are likely to
stay on the sidelines.
"The four-letter word in the
housing market is 'jobs,'" said
Nicolas Retsinas, director of
Harvard University's loint Center
for Housing Studies. "If you're
worried about having a job
tomorrow, you're not likely to buy
a home now."
The National Association of
Realtors said yesterday that sales
of existing homes grew 5,1 percent to an annual rate of 4.72 million last month, from 4.49 million
units in January.
It was the largest monthly sales
jump since Jury 2003, with firsttime buyers accounting for about
half of all transactions. Sales had
"It's when they see it all fall into
place, it all fits togedier in their first
session," he said.
Not everyone pulls it off their
first time, but Smith said he usually allows another try if it was just
not dieir night.
Being on the staff means being
dedicated, patient, and tolerant of
lust being at Disney is a great
experience, but for Davidson, a
telecommunications major, she
said any kind of job with Disney
would help her find a job later.
"They are such a large corporation, so this really opened my
options up to companies that
Disney owns like ABC and ESPN."
she said. "It is the stair-step into
other internships."
Davidson said Disney is a truly
magical place and one of her best
memories was giving a Pixie Dust
pin to a child who was unhappy
and watching her face light up.
Davidson said she encourages
smdents to take a semester and
join the Disney College Program.
"Just do it," she said. "There is
no where else you will experience
such magical moments.

HEAT/HOT WATER

been expected to dip to an annual
pare of 4.45 million units, according to Thomson Reuters. The
results, which came after a steep
decline in January, mean that sales
aoMty has returned toDeeanbers
levels, but still remains lower than
most of last year.
"If January was a disaster
for housing. Ifebruary may Indie rebound month," wrote
Joel Naroff, president of Naroff
Economic Advisors.
The sales figures don't yet
reflect the new S8.000 tax credit
designed to lure even more firsttime buyers into the market. That
should juice up early summer
sales, but hmv much will depend
on the overall condition of die
U.S. economy.
die cold, but the members agree
it has perks. They gain access
to the roof whenever they want
and arc able to use the telescope
to check out the sky.
Working on the Stargaze staff
also had a few members picking up astronomy minors along
side their majors.
"I would really love to become
an astronomer and teach one
day here at the University,''
Stevenson said.
Each session takes only one
hour. Sign up begins at 830 pin,
weekdays and 9 p.m. Sundays
with the session to start an hour
later. Participants should call
ahead to (419) 372-8831 in order
to make sure the session is ninning and bundle up because
the temperatures are generally
chilly on die roof.
"I ahvays have to make sure I
have enough layers on because
we are out twice as long as
everyone else," Lcis said.
Different constellations are
visible in spring and winter so
students will always see something new.
"Everyone is welcome to come
more then once because each
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No more layering of clothes.
You can finally get rid of your wooby blanket

8

No more space heaters needed

7
6
No more cold drafts (we mean wind)
5
You can walk around barefooted again
4
Your friends will want to come over more often
3
Turn up the heat to your comfort zone
2
You don't have to winterize the windows

No more going into shock
after seeing your monthly heating bill!

1
Take all the long hot showers you desire!
Isn't it time you stop feeling the pain
in your wallet everytime you turn up the heat.
Call our hotline today!
419-352-9135

WINTHROP TERRACE
& SUMMIT TERRACE
400 E. Napoleon Road I winthtop@gerdenich.com

wwww.winthropterrace.com
■ • Downtown Apartments
1 • Conwientally Located
' • Great Prices! Starting at $325 ^,

Newlove Rentals

114 S. Main St. 1
117 N. Main St. 1
128 W. Wooster St.
»

332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com
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MARCIO JOSE SANCHEZ

GETTING A HOME: PMZ Real Estate Agent Michelle Zeiter. left, walks into a bank owned homo site is showing to clients Maurice
McJimsey, center, and Irene Mello in Stockton. Calif. Friday. March 13.2009

ByAl.nZlb.l
The Associated Press
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ATHENS
GREECE
A Greelc fisherman must have
been expecting a monster of
a catch when he brought up
his nets in the Aegean Sea
last week.
Instead, Greek authorities say
his haul was a section of a
2.200-year-old bronze statue
of a horseman.

BAGHDAD
IRAQ
A suicide bomber struck a tent
filled yesterday with Kurdish
funeral mourners unleashing a
huge fireball that killed at least 15
people in a northern town where
Kurds and Arabs are competing
for power.
About 30 people were wounded
in the suicide attack in the town
of Jalula some 80 miles (120
kilometers) northeast of Baghdad,
according to police Col. Azad

NEW
OL FURNITURE • PRIVATE BEDROOMS AVAILABLE • RESORT-STYLE SWIMMING POOL
24-HR FITNESS CENTER • 24-HR GAME ROOM WITH BILLIARDS • TANNING DOMES
AND VOLLEYBALL COURTS • INTERNET INCLUDED • INDIVIDUAL LEASES

419.353.5100 | 706 NAPOLEON ROAD

BGSTUDENTHOUSING.COM
OWNfP AND I'IKHI S'JlONAI IV MAN/U.t l> IIY
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WNIT
Free WNIT tickets
available to
students
The Office of the Vice
President for Student Affairs,
has made 200 free tickets
available to students for
Thursday night's third-round
WNIT game against Indiana.
The tickets will be first come,
first serve at the Memorial
Hall Ticket Office from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. daily, until Thursday
or they are sold out.

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The BG
News Sports Blog for
continued news and updates
on your favorite Falcon teams.
Today we will be posting
notes from Curt Miller's weekly press conference discussing
Indiana as well as the audio
from the press conference.
We will also have the status
of Lauren Prochaska as soon
as we know about it.
www.bgnewssports.com

By Chris Sojka

Falcon gymnasts
improving,
finish fourth
at MAC
Championships

Today in
Sports History
1990—Tom Hunter swims
world record 50-meter freestyle in 21.81 seconds.
1962—Cincinnati beats
Ohio State 71-59 to win

Reporter

After
competing
in
the
Mid-American
Conference
Championships last weekend,
coach Kerric Beach is certain the
gymnastics program is growing
and moving in the right direction.
Finishing last in the meet the
past two seasons, the team was
determined to compete well this
time around — and they did just
that.

NCAA Tournament.

The Falcons posted two top-ten
finishes and Breanne Guy tied
for third place in the all-around
as the Falcons finished fourth
with a 192.425, a mere 0.25 points
shy of the third place finishers,
Northern Illinois.
"This was a good end to our
season," Beach said. "Our finish
speaks to the commitment to our
athletes and coaching staff as we
continue to build this program.
"I am particularly pleased with
the consistency of our competi-

tions throughout the last half of
the season. We did a better job
keeping athletes healthy which
made a huge difference."
In Muncje, Ind., the team started out the meet on the balance
beam where Guy lead the way to a
9.75, tying for third place.
Not too far behind Guy were
Queenita Gamble and Iholeen
Ponce with scores of 9.625 and
See IMPROVED! Page 8

1950-Long Island
University beats Ohio
University 56-42 for NIT
championship.

The List
With the NCAA Tournament

Former Falcon Komives dead at 67
TOLEDO (AP) — Howard "Butch"
Komives, who led the nation in
scoring at BowlingGreen in 1964
and went on to play 10 seasons in
the NBA, has died. He was 67.
Komives died Sunday after
battling health problems for the
last decade.
He was found unconscious
Thursday at his home and never
regained consciousness, said his
son, Shane Komives. A cause of
death was not released.
Komives led Bowling Green to
two Mid-American Conference
titles and NCAA tournament
appearances in 1962 and 1963.
During his senior year, the lefthanded shooter with a high-arc-

in full swing, the excitement
and upsets are aplenty.
Here are out top five
games/upsets:

1. Cleveland State:
The Vikings were slated as a
Cinderella by many until they
were matched with Wake
Forest which caused doubt.
Nevertheless, they shined
on and beat the Demon
Deacons.
2. Siena: Buckeye fans
thought they had it made, but
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LEGEND: Howard Komives diives to the
basket against Philadelphia in 1970. Komives
died in Toledo Sunday at 6?

ing jump shot led the nation in
scoring with just under 37 points
per game. He also set a national
record that season by making 50
consecutive free throws.
Komives played in the NBA
with the New York Knicks,
Detroit Pistons, Buffalo Braves
and Kansas City-Omaha Kings.
His two best years came with
the Knicks in 1966 and 1967,
when he scored over 1,000 points
each season. He was inducted
into the Ohio Basketball Hall of
Fame in 2007.
He is survived by his wife,
Marcia Komives; son, Shane;
and stepsons, Christopher and
David Cook.

in overtime.

HELPING HANDS

10 over a seven isp t always
considered an upset, a threepoint game created plenty of
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excitement among Wolverine
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fans.

4. W. Kentucky: The
Hilltoppers won their first
round game for the second
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Falcon ruggers win again
By Christopher Rambo
Reporter

Siena just kept making shots

3. Michigan: While a

ETHAN M»GOC

BACK AT IT: The Falcon rugby team continued its winning ways defeating Notre Dame 557. and it will be looking to this weekend when they resume play in the Midwest Tournament.

Provided with one last opportunity to iron out the wrinkles in
their game before resuming the
Midwest Tournament, the rugby
team traveled to South Bend on
Saturday and took care of business, beating Notre Dame.
Although it will go down in the
books as a win for the Falcons,
the result was anything but pretty. After establishing an early 280 first half lead over the Irish,

whom (bey beat 48-0 on Oct. 25.
the Falcons became mired in
penalties and offensive inconsistency, scoring only seven points
over the remainder of the contest to Notre Dame's 14.
Coach Tony Mazzarella attributed his team's less than stellar
performance to a lack of focus
brought on by glancing ahead
to this weekend's resumption of
the tournament.
Sec RUGBY | Page 8

straight year. This year, it was
Illinois that fell.
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5. Wisconsin: The
Badgers took Florida State to
overtime and outlasted them
with nine points in the five-
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Prochaska's injury not as serious as suspected

■

'

The knee injury Lauren Prochaska sustained at the end of Sunday's game is not ACL
related, the team said yesterday

minute period.

Prochaska did not practice yesterday and is listed as day-to-day Her status for
Thursday's third-round WNIT game against Indiana is questionable.
PROVIDED By SINrSAVUVIlO

LENDING A HAND: Smisa Vtvilo (yellow jacket) and II other Falcon football players spent an afternoon at Glendale Elementary School in
Rossford last week to help children in an after school program. A full story will appear in tomorrow's edition of The BG News.

Prochaska injured her knee blocking a shot during the final play of BG's 72-69 win over
Syracuse
She leads the team in scoring (172 points per game), rebounding (215) and free throw
percentage (955 percent) and has started all 35 games this season
■
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Schilling has no regrets' in retiring IMPROVED
From Page 7
By Howard Ulman
The Associated Press

9.55, respectively. In her last
performance as a falcon, Katie
Folletl scored a 9.475.
The next rotation for BG was
the floor exercise where lenna
Wirtanen lead the way. scoring
a 9.725 and matching a career
high. Morgan Balzer and Kasey
1'ilhnore both scored a 9.7, and
right behind them was Guy
with a 9.625.
After a bye in a rotation, the
falcons then headed over to
vault. After being out with
an injury since Feb. 1, Dawn
Christman returned to the
lineup and tied her career high,
landing a 9.75.
"It took a great deal of courage for IChristmanl to push
through the pain and it paid off
with a 9.75 score," Beach said.
Hounding out the vault lineup. Ponce posted a 9.75. Andrea
Kinzcr a 9.675 and Wirtanen
a 9.625.

BOSTON CurtSchilUngratiied
from baseball yesterday, ending
a career in which lie won World
Series titles with the Boston Ucil
Sox and Arizona Diamondbacks
and was one of the name's most
dominant pitchers and grittiest
competitors.
I he 42 year-old right-hander
s.inl on his hlog he's leaving

.it it -i 23 years with "zero regrets."
Schilling missed all of last season with a shoulder injury after
signing a one year, SH million
contract
I lie things I was allowed to
experience, the people! was able
to call friends, teammates, mentors, coaches and opponents, the
travel, all ol it are far more than
anything! ever thought possible
in my lifetime," he wrote.
Schilling had surgery last lime
and had said he might come
hack in t he middle of I his seast in
though he was nut under contract. He made no reference to
his injury on his hlog.
lie was co-MVP of the 2001
u 01 Id Series with Rand) lohnson
while in Arizona. Schilling also
won World Series titles with

Boston in 2004 and 2007.
Curt had a great career and
made a profound impact on
the Red SOX, helping to restore
the Red Sox' status as a championship organization," general
manager rheo Epstein said In an

e-mail to Hie Associated Press.
He was consistently dominant,
and never more so than when
it mattered most Not only tor
what he did - hut for when and
how he did it - CUTI desn ves

to be remembered with the alltime greats."
Schilling came to Boston for

WINSlOWrOWNSON I 4PW0IO
CALLIN IT QUITS: Curt Schilling, seen here waving lo Boston fans dutmg ihe 2007 World
Series, announced his letifement from baseball yesteiday
the 2004 season and helped the
team win its first World Series
in 86 years, pitching Came
2 of a sweep of the St. Louis
Cardinals alter a surgical procedure lo suture a loose tendon in
his right ankle and with blood
seeping through his sock. The
sock is riovi in tin' Baseball Hall

of Fame.
He was drafted by the Red
Sox in the second round in
1986 but was traded to the
Baltimore Orioles before playing for the big league club. He
pitched for Baltimore. Houston,
Philadelphia and Arizona before
being wooed to the Red Sox by

Epstein.
Schilling, one of the sport's

hard throwers, finishes his
career with 3.116 strikeouts, 14th
most in baseball history, a 216I4li record and a 3.46 KUA.
lie was even better in the
postseason, with an 11-2 record,
the best of any pitcher with at
least 10 decisions, and 2.23 BRA
in 19 career starts.
"The game always gave me
far more than I ever gave it,"
Schilling wrote on his blog. "All
of those things, every single one
of those memories is enveloped
with Ian sights and sounds for
me."
Schilling was 9-8 with a 3.87
F.RA in 2007, when he spent
seven weeks on the disabled list
with shoulder tendinitis.

RUGBY
From Paqe 7
"Practice
was
lackadaisical all week, and it definitely
showed out there on Saturday,"
Mazzarclla said. "We started out
strong, but for some reason, in
the second half we just decided
to pack it in."
The strong start alluded to
by Mazzarclla came in the first
30 minutes of action when the
Falcons, keyed by two tries from
Duane Miller, could seemingly
do no wrong, establishing a
quick 28-0 advantage. T he Irish
got on the board right before
halftime with a long drive, aided
by a number of BG penalties, to
cut the score to 28-7.
Despite numerous second half

BfNlOHHUN I TH£BGNEWS

NOT DONE YET: Breanne Guy (above) and Amber Brewer will be heading to the NCAA
regionals in April.
The team finished off the
meet on the bars where Guy
lead the way once again with
a score of 9.725. tying for ninth
place and her second top-ten
finish of the meet.
Close behind Guy were
Amber Brewer and I'illmore,
each scoring 9.6.

Guy, who scored a 38.725 in
the all-around and earned her
second consecutive All-MAC
honor on the second team,
will be heading to Ohio State
along with teammate Brewer
where they will both compete in the NCAA regionals
on April 4.

ventures into Notre Dame territory, the Falcon offense could
pariay their good field position
into only one try. That score,
along with a late try from the
Fighting Irish, accounted for the
final margin.
Despite the lackluster offensive performance, the Falcons
did receive a much-welcomed
boost to their lineup with the
return of Rich Mines, who
had been out of action since
November with a broken leg. The
senior All-American played the
entire game, and according to
Mazzarella, showed no lingering
effects from the injury.
"Rich was a little rusty at first,
but he was able to stay in the
whole game and did not seem to
tire," Mazzarella said. "I thought
he did very well."

Up next for the Falcons is a
date with Indiana in the Midwest
semifinals at 2 p.m. Saturday at
the Bowling Green Rugby Field.
The winner will advance to
Sunday's championship match
where they will meet the winner from the first semifinal on
Saturday, pitting Ohio State
against Minnesota.
The Falcons matched up with
both Indiana and OSU eariier
in the season, rallying from a
7-6 halftime deficit to beat the
Hoosiers 26-17, and flattening
the Buckeyes by a score of 49-12.
They have yet to face Minnesota.
"I expect that this will be a
much harder week of practice
than the others," Mazzarella said.
"We need to regain our edge and
our hunger real quick if we hope
to advance this weekend."

Armstrong fractures collar-bone in cycling accident
By Ciaran Giles
The Associated Press

RAfA GOMEZ i AP PHOTO
OUCH: Lance Armstrong is looked at by doctors in an ambulance after his cycling accident
in a Spanish race yesterday

HOUSES AVAILABLE for 2009-10
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

Available May 16,2009
422ClauahSt- Two bedrooms M70 00

710 Elm St "hree bedrooms $760.00

per month plus utilities Deposit $470 00.

per month plus utilities Deposit $760.00

limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars Lease 5/16/09

Has a washer and dryer Limit 3 people

■ 5/8/10

Limil3cars Lease5/16/09-5/8/10

221 S. College Dr ■ Three bedrooms

710 1/2 Elm St Three bedrooms, 2

S816 00 per month plus utilities Deposit
$816 00 Tenants mow lawn Limit 3 people

baths S740 00 per month plus utilities

Limit 3 cars Lease 5(16109 - 5/8/10

dryer Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars Lease

Deposit $740 00 Has a washer and
5/16/09- 5(8/10

710 Eighth St- Three bedrooms 2 baths
S960 00 per month plus utilities Deposit

1461/2 Manville - One bedroom, upper

S960 00 Air conditioned, washer and dryer

unit. $395 00 per month plus utilities

Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars Lease 5(16/09

Deposit $395 00 Limit 2 people Limit 2

■ 578/10.

cars Lease 5/16/09 - 5*10

720♦ 722Eighth-Two 3bedrooms
A-frame houses $575 00 per month plus

unit. $740 00 per month plus utilities

IMMinvlllt- Two bedrooms, lower

utilities Deposit $575 00 Limit 3 people

Deposit $740 00 Limit 3 people Limit 3

Limit 3 cars Lease 5/16709 • 5/8/10

cars Lease 5716/09 -5(8/10.

517 N. Summit- Three bedrooms, 2 car

1501/2 MamyiHe

garage $1 050.00 per month plus utilities

unit. $395 00 per month plus utilities

One bedroom, upper

Deposit $1,050 00 Tenants mow lawn

Deposit 5395 00 Limit 2 people Limit 2

Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars Lease 5/16709

cars Lease 5/16709-5/8/10

Available August 20, 2009
432 S. College »A- Three bedrooms
$690 00 per month plus utilities Deposit
$690 00 limit 3 people Limit 3 cars Has
washer and dryer Lease 8720(09 ■ 8/7/10
432 S. College IB- One bedroom

256 S. College IB - Two bedrooms.
$76000 per month plus utilities Deposit
$75000 Limit 4 people. Limit 4 cars
Lease 8(20/09 -8(7/10

$480 00 per month plus utilities Deposit

BALTANAS, Spain — Lance
Armstrong fractured his collarbone yesterday during a race
in Spain, leaving in question
his participation in the Tour de
France in luly.
The seven-time Tour champion said he will fly to the United
States and meet with medical
experts to decide whether he
needs surgery.
"We'll go from there," he said.
"I think for the Tour it's a very big
problem."
In a statement released later
yesterday, the 37-year-old said
he had "been lucky to avoid one
of the most common cycling
injuries" in his 17-year career.
"The crash has put my upcoming calendar in jeopardy, but
the most important thing for
me right now is to get back
home and rest up and begin my
rehab," Armstrong said.
Armstrong is scheduled to
compete in the Giro d'ltalia
from May 9-May 31. The Tour
runs luly 4-26.
He was knocked off his bike

during a pileup in the first
stage of the Vuelta of Castilla
and Leon race and was taken to
a hospital by ambulance. The
American, who crashed about
12.5 miles from the stage's finish, was grimacingand trying to
hold his right arm as be entered
the ambulance.
"The collarbone is broken, and
1 have a little bit of road-rash
abrasions," Armstrong said as
he left Valladolid University
Hospital. "I've never had this
happen before; it's pretty painful. I feel really miserable."
Astana team leader loban
Bruyneel said on his Twitter
feed that there were no complications in the break, and suggested Armstrong could be back
riding soon.
"Clean collarbone fracture,"
Bruyneel said. "Should be fast
recovery."
After falling off his bike,
Armstrong sat in the grass
beside the road, his right shoulder slumped and his wrist resting on his right thigh. When help
arrived, he motioned toward his
right shoulder. Armstrong eventually walked to the ambulance

GREENBRIAR INC.
419-352-0717

2009 HOUSING SPECIAL
201 Manville
3 bedroom, 2 bath
Unfurnished House
Limit 3-lease 5/15/09-5/14/10

S1,5«kof
•utilities

207 S. Summit
3 bedroom, 1 bath
Unfurnished House
Limit 3 - lease 5/8/09-5/7/10

"We'll go from there. I think for the
Tour it's a very big problem."
Lance Armstrong | Tour de France hopeful
and climbed into the back.
Astana
teammate
Levi
Leipheimer described the pileup on his Twitter feed.
"I.ance was involved in a huge
crash as the road narrowed and
became very rough," Leipheimer
wrote. "He wasn't far from the
front, as he was riding top 10
all day."
Armstrong said the crash was
no one's fault.
"Toward the end of the race
people started getting excited,
a bit of wind, some hills and
everybody wanting to be at the
front," he said. "A couple of guys
crashed in front of me, I crossed
my wheel, then 1 hit them and
over the top."
After first being taken to the
Rio Carrion hospital in Palencia,
Armstrong was taken to the
hospital in Valladolid.
Alberto
Contador,
Armstrong's
teammate
and rival, said he hoped the
American would be back on the
bike soon.
"It has been a pity to lose
Lance, because we see him with
desire of doing a good preparation in this race," Contador
said. "Now only I can support
him and wish him to recover as

soon as possible in order to take
the start on the Giro."
The 37-year-old is making a
comeback to cycling and is riding with the Astana team as he
prepares for another possible
shot at a Tour de France title.
The Vuelta of Castilla and Leon
race was Armstrong's first stage
race in Europe since winning
the 2005 Tour.
Armstrong started his comeback at the Tour Down Under
in Australia in January, where
he finished 29th overall, 49
seconds behind winner Allan
Davis of Australia. He then finished seventh in the Tour of
California in February.
OnSaturday.Armstrongraced
in the Milan-San Remo cycling
classic and finished 125th, 8
minutes, 19 seconds behind
winner Mark Cavendish.
The mainly flat first stage
of the Castilla and Leon covered 109 miles from Paredes de
Nava to Baltanas. It was won
by joaquin Sobrino Martinez of
Burgos Monumental in 4 hours,
31 minutes, 53 seconds after a
sprint finish. He was followed
by David Vitoria of Rock Racing
and lose Joaquin Rojas of Caisse
d'Epargne.

CAMP WAYNE/ /GIRLS
Have the summer of your life in Northeast Pennsylvania!
If you love children and want a caring, fun environment
we need counselors, program directors and other staff
from June 20 to August 16. 2009
INTERVIEWS-ON"BGSU'e'AMPUS"MA'ReH-25TH—
Select the camp that selects the best staff!

Call 1.215.944.3069
or apply online at www.campwaynegirls.com

530terowAwe
4 bedroom, 2 bath
Unfurnished House
Limit 5-lease 5/15/09-5/14/10
611 Fourth St
$1^00-.:
.utilities
5 bedroom, 2 bath
Unfurnished House
Limit 5 - Available Now - 5/10/10

~,H Brain Awareness Day
JM

Bowling (ircen State University

Today, March 24th
I nvir*n<fiental TEoxias aad the Brain

$480 00 Limit 2 people Limit 2 cars Lease

August Leases Available

8/20/09 - 8/7/10
Families with children welcome to apply for any rental unit.
We hive many apartments available. Stop in the Rental Office for a brochure
or viait our website for imformation: www.johnnewloveti

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST (icon Irom Taco Belli

SIGN UP TODAY!
445 E Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
(4191 352-0717

Hours
Mon-Fn 9am-5pm
Saturday 10am-3pm

www.greenbriarrentals.com

Momll
Air Taik Kiik-Krdurlai
Your Eipoiure toToik Air
Pollutant!
Dunac Mil luic MS
Ohio EPA. DAK"

In* Impact*
lint on Brain
aMTTapmrtil aad Aging
"' led Schcmicr Ml) M»H
Science and Environmental Heal Nnviaa
¥
'
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Colbert takes advantage of NASA

Valuable missing
statue recovered
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) — A 350year-old statue of a saint and former pope, taken from an Italian
church nearly two decades ago,
has been found in the home of a
North Carolina couple who had
no idea ii was stolen, authorities
said.
The intricately carved bust of
St. Innocent will be returned to
the church in Naples. Italy, U.S.
Immigration and Customs and
Enforcement agents said.
The statue was one of 17
similar busts and two oil paintings taken from the church in
November 1990. Authorities
told The Charlotte Observer the
trail went cold until two years
ago, when officials in Rome let
federal agents know an Italian
citizen sold a similar statue
to an antiques dealer from
Greensboro.
The statue sold in Charlotte
was bought by the same dealer
at an antiques fair in France,
said Neal Johnson, the Charlotte
dealer who bought the statue
from the same Greensboro dealer and sold it to the couple.
"I've never heard of this happening anywhere other than
some big-time story in New

York," lohnson said. "You don't
always know the lineage of pieces you buy."
The wood and painted gold
statue was made by 17th-century Franciscan artist Diego da
Careri and was part of a set of
busts displayed at the church
of Santa Maria dcgli Angeli alle
Croci.
It has lost much of its value
since it was stolen. The head is
gone, part of the cross the saint
carried is missing and much of
the paint has deteriorated.
Agents continue to investigate the original heist. The
Americans involved have not
been charged, ICE spokesman
Brandon Montgomery said.
"A lot of times, what happens
is the person who is knowingly
stealing something puts it in
the black market," Montgomery
said. "It can go through three
or four hands before it gets to
the first legitimate buyer, so to
speak."
St. Innocent was born in
Albano, Italy, and became pope
in December 401. He was the
pope nine years later when the
Visigoths captured and sacked
Rome.

ii

'Old Sparky possible tourist attraction
By Anna Jo Brat ton
The Associated Press

1

W

LINCOLN, Neb. — Residents of a
small southwest Nebraska town
have a question for state officials:
You're not doing anything with
that old electric chair, are you?
The Nebraska Supreme Court
ruled last year that the state's use
of the electricchair was unconstitutional. Some people in McCook
— population just under 8,000
— think "Old Sparky" could be
a tourist attraction and have
offered to take it off the state's
^
hands.
Fifteen men were executed
NAIIHASNIK APPHCTC
in the chair, which is about 210
SHOCKER: Nebraska's electric chair is seen
miles east of McCook at the
in Lincoln. Neb., in this file photo from April
Nebraska State Penitentiary in
16,2007
Lincoln.

t
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Host gets space station room named in his honor

REED SAXON I AP PHOTO

MOT READY FOR SPACE In this Sept
21.2008 file photo. Stephen Colbert from
Comedy Central's 'The Colbert Report" is
seen in Los Angeles.

\\ \si UNGTON (AP) — NASA's
online contest to name a new
room at the international space
station went awry. Comedian
Stephen Colbert won.
The name "Colbert" beat
out NASA's four suggested
options in the space agency's
effort to have the public help
name the addition. The new
room will be launched later
this year.
NASA's mistake was allowing write-ins. Colbert urged
viewers of his Comedy Central

show, "The Colbert Report" to
write in his name. And they
complied, with 230,539 voles.
That clobbered Serenity, one
of the NASA choices, by more
than 40,000 votes. Nearly 1.2
million votes were cast by the
time the contest ended Friday.
NASA reserves the right
to choose an appropriate
name. Agency spokesman
lohn Ycmbrick said NASA will
decide in April, but will give
top vote-getters "the most

consideration."

New Jersey reconsiders its ban on
bikini waxes after outcry from businesses
By B.th DeFalco
TheAssociated Press
TRENTON. NJ. — New lersey is
smoothing out differences over
a plan to ban bare-it-all bikini
waxing.
The state on Friday decided
to reverse course on the proposal alter angry salon owners
complained about losing business ahead of swimsuit season.
"It wasan unnecessary issue,"
said spa owner Linda Orsuto.
"In New lersey especially, where
the government has been picking our pockets for so long, it
was like, 'lust stay out of our
pants, will you?"
The state Cosmetology and
llairstyling Board proposed
banning so-called "Brazilian"
bikini waxing after two
women were hospitalized for
infections following the procedure.
On Friday, Consumer Affairs
Director David Szuchman
effectively killed the plan. In a
letter to the board. Szuchman
says he won't support the ban,
and since his office oversees the
board, the ban would never be
approved.
"Many commenters have
noted that the procedure can
be safely performed. I, therefore, believe that there are
alternate means to address
any public health issues iden-

BRIAN BRANCH PRICE

SUNBATHING: in this June 21,2002 file photo, visitors and residents spend the day
on the beach 'n Belmar. N. J. on the first day of summer. The state Cosmetology and
Haiistyling Board is moving toward a ban on genital waxing altogether after two women
reported being injured Both women were hospitalized for infections following so-called
"Brazilian" waxes
tified by the board." Szuchman
wrote the board. He encouraged the board to "to begin an
immediate review of the training necessary to safely provide
this service, and to establish
appropriate protocols' and
safeguards."
The ban was considered after
the women complained to the
board about their injuries; one
woman filed a lawsuit.
Technically, genital waxing
has never been allowed in New
lersey — only the face, neck,
abdomen, legs and arms are
permitted. But because bare-itall "Brazilians" weren't specifically banned, state regulators

didn't enforce the law.
No other state is known to
explicitly ban the procedure,
according to cosmetology
experts.
Genital waxing can be dangerous because the hot wax
can irritate or tear delicate skin
in the bikini area, resulting in
infections, ingrown hairs and
rashes, according to skin care
experts.
Despite such risks, millions of
American women — and some
men — choose to have the hair
down there ripped away, and a
majority of salons in New lersey
offer the procedure for S50 to
S60.

Time capsule
still used for
storage
SAN'IA FE, N.M. (AP) —The
mystery surrounding the buried location ol a time capsule
marking Santa Fe's 350th
anniversary more than four
decades ago has been solved:
It was never underground.
The committee planning
the city's 400th anniversary
eclehrat ions later t h is year had
been searching for the location of the 150-pound steel
tube from I960, the Santa Fe
New Mexican reported in
Friday editions.
Rut it turns out that the time
capsule never was.
The New Mexican said
one of its reporters in 1964
discovered the unfilled tube
in a back room of an office
machine business, being used
"as a shelf for empty plastic bottles and other useless
objects."
Mayor Leo Murphy told the
paper in the story more than
40 years ago that the project
was abandoned because he
was too busy trying to pay for
bills incurred from the city's
350th anniversary.
" I hose were days of confusion, days of chaos," he had
told the New Mexican. "1 was
more interested in getting
some friends to sign a note
with me to cover the deficit
the celebration ran up than I
was in what happened to the
capsule."
The capsule was supposed
to be filled with items "pertinent to Santa Fe's 350th anniversary celebration" in 1960,
around the time when the
city was believed to have been
founded in 1610. Historians
later discovered evidence that
it was founded in 1607 or earlier.

visit us online
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BGSU students will begin and end their college careers at the
Stroh Center. BGSU's new 4,700-seat arena will be the site of
graduation ceremonies, student orientation, concerts and
other campus events, and serve as the new home for Falcon
basketball and volleyball.
Construction of the state-of-the-art facility wi
begin this fall and be completed in 2011.

A Campus Priority

The Need

Planning for the Stroh Center and the Wolfe
Center for the Arts, whose groundbreaking will be
later this year, has been in the works for nearly
a decade.

The Stroh Center will replace Anderson Arena
in Memorial Hall. While it has a storied place
in BGSU's history and tradition, Anderson is:
> Nearly 50 years old.

Construction of the two buildings will launch a
much-needed period of revitalization touching
nearly every part of the campus. Plans include:

> Not easily accessible to people with disabilities
and does not comply with the Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA).

> Major renovations of residence halls and
Greek housing as well as the possible
construction of new residence halls.

> An inadequate facility for graduation
ceremonies, concerts and other campus
events because of its configuration and
poor acoustics.

> Dining hall renovations.
> Renovation of the Student Health Center.

> Becoming increasingly expensive to operate
and maintain.
> Lacking in comparison with other arenas in the
Mid-American Conference.
> Lacking in the modern conveniences that
students, fans and event goers have come to
expect in an arena.

BOWLING

GREEN

BGSU.

Explore I Inspire I Achieve

> Renovation of University, Williams, Moseley,
Hanna and South halls.
> Upgrades of critical campus infrastructure.
> Implementation of an energy conservation
plan.

edu/strohcenter
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Schilling has 'no regrets' in retiring (^PROVED
By Howard Ulman

BOSTON ( urtSchillingretired
from baseball yesterday, ending
,i careei in which he won World
Series titles with the ltoston Itcil
Sox and \rizona Diamondbacks
and was oneol the game's most
dominant pitchers and grittiest
competitors.
Ihe 42 year old right-hander
said on iii> blog lies leaving
aftei 2 i years with "zero regrets."
Schilling missed .ill of last sea
son with .i shoulder injurj aftei
signing ;i our year, $8 million
contra
I he things . was allowed to
expcrienci ,the people I was able
to call friends, teammates, menlors.i tiai hes and opponents, the
trawl, .ill oi ii. are lai more than
anything I ever thought possible
in im lifetime." hewrote.
Schilling had surgerj last lune
and had s.ml lie might come
back in the middle of this season
though he was not undei con
tract. I lo made no reference to
his injury on his hlog.
lie was in MVP of the 2001
World Series with Rand) lohnson
while in Arizona. Schilling also
won Uoikl Series titles with
Boston in 2004 and 2007
t mi had ,i great career and
made ,i profound impact on
tlu Bed Sox, helping to restore
the Red Sox' status us ;i championship organization," general
managei I heol psteinsaidinan
e-mail to I lie Vssociated Press.
"lie nils ((insistently dominant,
.old never mote so than when
it mattered most. Not onlj foi
wh.ii he did
hut lor when and
how lie did it
( tin deserves
to be remembered with the all-

time greats."

9.55, respectively. In her last
performance as a Falcon, Katie
Pollett scored a 9.475.
The next rotation for B( I was
the floor exercise where lenna
Wirtanen lead the way, scoring
a 9.725 and matching a career
high Morgan Balzerand kascv
I illmore both scored a 9.7. and
righl behind them was Guy
with a 9.625.
After a bye in a rotation, the
Falcons then headed over to
vault. After being out with
an injury since Feb. I, Dawn
Christman returned to the
lineup and tied her career high,
landing a 9.75.
"It look a great deal of courage for [Christmanl to push
through the pain and il paid off
with a 9.75 score." Beach said.
Bounding out the vault lineup, I'once posted a 9.75, Andrea
Kinzer a 9.675 and Wirtanen

a 9.625.

The team finished off the
meet on the bars where Guy
lead the way once again with
a score of 9.725. tying for ninth
place and her second top-ten
finish of the meet
Close behind Guy were
Amber Brewer and l-'illninrc.
each scoring 9.6.

Guy, who scored a 38.725 in
the all-around and earned her
second consecutive All-MAC
honor on the second team,
will be heading lo Ohio State
along with teammate Brewer
where they will both compete in the NCAA regionals
on April 4.

ventures into Notre Dame territory, Ihe Falcon offense could
parlay their good field |Misilion
Into only one try. That score,
along with a late try from the
lighting Irish, accounted for the
final margin.
Despite the lackluster offensive performance, the Falcons
did receive a much-welcomed
boos! to their lineup with ihe
retum of Rich Mines, who
had been out of action since
November with a broken leg. The
senior All-American played the
entire game, and according to
MazzareUa, showed no lingering
effects from the injury.
"Rich was a little rusty at first,
but he was able to stay in the
whole game and did not seem to
tire." MazzareUa said. "I thought

Up next for the Falcons is a
dale wild Indiana in the Midwest
semifinals at 2 p.m. Saturday at
die Bowling Green Rugby Field.
The winner will advance to
Sunday's championship match
where they will meet the winner from the first semifinal on
Saturday, pitting Ohio State
against Minnesota.
The Falcons matched up with
both Indiana and OSU earlier
in the season, rallying from a
7-6 halftime deficit to Ix-at the
Hoosiers 26-17, and flattening
the Buckeyes by a score of 49-12.
They have yet to face Minnesota.
"I expect that this will be a
much harder week of practice
than die others," MazzareUa said.
"We need to regain our edge and
our hunger real quick if we hope
to advance ibis weekend."

WINSLOW T0WNS0N
CALLIN IT QUITS:

'. during the 20O7 World
• cement from baseball yesteiday

the 2004 season and helped the
team win iis first World scries
in 86 years, pitching Game
2 oi ,i sweep ot the St Louis
Cardinals aftei a surgical procedure to suture .t loose tendon in
his right ankle and with blood
seeping through his sock. The
sock is now iii the Baseball Hall
ol I ame
He was drafted by the Red
Sox in the second round in
1986 but was traded to the
Baltimore Orioles before play
ing foi the big league club. He
pitched for Baltimore, Houston.
Philadelphia and Arizona before
being wooed to the Heel SOX b)

Epstein.

Schilling came to Boston for

BEN10HMAN

NOT DONE YET: Breanne Guy (above) and Amber Brewer will be heading lo the NCAA
(egionals in April

Schilling one ot the sport's

hard

throwers,

finishes

his

career with3.116strikeouts, nth
most In baseball history, a 216146 record and a 3.46 ERA.
lie was even better in the
postseason, with an 11-2 rei ord,
the best of any pitcher with at
leas, l() decisions, and 2.23 ERA
in 19 career starts.
"I he game always gave me
fai more than I ever gave It,"
Schilling wrote on bis blng. "All
ol those tilings, ever) single one
ol those memories is enveloped
With fan sights and sounds for
me."
Schilling was 9-8 with a 3.87
I RA in 2007, when he spent
seven weeks on the disabled lisl
with shoulder tendinitis.

RUGBY
From Page 7
"Practice
was
lackadaisical all week, and it definitely
showed out there on Saturday,"
MazzareUa said. "We started out
strong, but for some reason, in
the second half we just decided
to pack il in."
The strong start alluded to
by MazzareUa came in the first
:itl minutes of action when the
Falcons, keyed by two Hies from
Duane Miller, could seemingly
do no wrong, establishing a
quick 28-0 advantage. The Irish
got on the board right before
halftinic with a long drive, aided
by a number ol BG penalties, to
cut the score to 28-7.
Despite numerous second half

he did very well."

Armstrong fractures collar-bone in cycling accident
By Ciaran Gilts
ted Press

BALI WAS. Spain — lance
Armstrong fractured his collarbone yesterday during a race
in Spain, leaving in question
his participation in the Tour de

France in Inly.
The seven-time lour champion said he will fly to the United
States and meet with medical
experts to decide whether he

needs surgery.

RAFA GOMEZ
OUCH:

iftf. his cycling accident
. sierday

HOUSES AVAILABLE for 2009-10
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

Available May 16, 2009
422 dough St - T*o bedrooms S470.00

710 Elm si

per month plus utilrbes Deposit $470 00

per month plus utilities Deposit $760 00

hrgeb (corns (760.00

Limit 2 people Limit 2 cars Lease 5'16'OS

Has a washer and dryer Limit 3 people

"We'll go from there," he said.
"I think for I be lour it's a very big
problem.'
In a statement released later
yesterday the 37-year-old said
he had "been lucky to avoid one
of the most common cycling
injuries" in bis 17-year career,
" I he crash has pul my upcoming calendar in jeopardy, but
the most important thing for
me right now is to get back
home and res) up and begin my
rehab." Armstrong said.
Armstrong is scheduled to

compete in the Giro d'ltalla
from Ma\ 9-May 31. Ihe four
runs July 4-26.
lie was knocked off his bike

GREENBRIAR, INC
419-352-0717

IEEE

Limit 3 cars Lease 5/16)09 - 578/10
221 S. College Dr Three bedrooms
5816 00 per montti plus utilities Deposit

7101)2 Elm St - Three bedrooms 2
baths $740 00 per month plus utilities

S81600 Tenants mow lawn Limit 3 people

Deposit S740 00 Has a washer and

Limit 3 cars Lease 516 09 ■ 5 8' 10

dryer Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars Lease
5/16/09-5*10

710 Eighth St Three bedrooms 2 baths
$960 00 per month plus utilities Deposit

146 1 2 Manvilla

$960 00 Air conditioned, washer and dryer

unit. S395 00 per month plus utilities

' BOB hDOnl jpDM

Limil 3 people Limit 3 cars Lease 5/16/09

Deposit S395 00 Limit 2 people limit 2
cars lease 5.16709- 5/8/10

5/8/10
720 S 722 Eighth.; Two -3 bedrooms

150 Manville

A frame houses $575 00 per month plus

unit $740 00 per month plus utilities

Deposit $575 00 Limit 3 people
Luna 3 cars Lease 5/16/09 • 5.8.10

".'.

: edition - torn*

Deposit S740 00 Limit 3 people Limit 3

150 1)2 Manville

garage SV050 00 per month plus utilities
Deposit $1050 00 Tenants mow lawn

unit $395 00 per month plus utilities

Lmit 3 people Limit 3 cars lease 5 16/09

cars lease 5,16/09- 578/10

One bedroom, upper

Deposit $395 00 Limit 2 people Limit 2

Available August 20, 2009
Three bedrooms

$690 00 per month plus utilities Deposit
$690 00 Limit 3 people Limn 3 cars Has

256 S College #B

T,vo bedrooms

S750 00 per month plus utilities Deposit

washer and dryer lease 8/20/09 - 8/7/10

$750 00 Limit 4 people Limit 4 cars

4K S Coll+ge >B

Lease 6'20/09-8/7/10

One bedroom

201 Manville
3 bedroom, 2 bath
Unfurnished House
Limit 3-lease 5/15/09-5/14/10

$1,500/™'
■ utilities

207 S. Summit
3 bedroom, 1 bath
Unfurnished House
Limit3-lease 5/8/09-5/7/10

"We'll go from there. I think for the
Tour it's a very big problem."
Lance Armstrong | Tout de France hopeful

and climbed into the hack.
Astana
teammate
Levi
Leipheimei described the pileup on his [witter feed.
"Lance was involved in a huge
crash as the road narrowed and
became very rough," Leipheimer
wrote. "He wasn't far from the
from, as he was riding top 10
all day."
Armstrong said the crash was
no one's fault.
"Toward the end of the racepeople started getting excited,
a bit of wind, some hills and
everybody wauling lo be at the
front," he said. "A couple of guys
crashed in front of me. I crossed
my wheel, then 1 hit them and
over the top."
Alter first being taken to the
Rio Carrion hospital in Palencia,
Armstrong was taken lo the
hospital in Valladolid.
Alberto
Contador,
Armstrong's
teammate
and rival, said he hoped the
American would be back on the
bike soon.
"It has been a pity to lose
Lance, because we see him with
desire of doing a good preparation in this race," Contador
said. "Now only I can support
him and wish him to recover as

$480 00 per month plus utilities Deposit

Have the summer of your life in Northeast Pennsylvania!
If you love children and want a caring, fun environment
we need counselors, program directors and other staff
—from June 20 to August 16, 2009
INTERVIEWS ON'BGSU'e-AMPUS-MA'ReH-25'TH
Select the camp that selects the best staff!

Call 1.215.944.3069

530LerovAwe

or apply online at www.campwaynegirjs.com

4 bedroom, 2 bath
Unfurnished House
Limit 5-lease 5/15/09-5/14/10
$1,500/™,:
611 Fourth Si
■ utilities
5 bedroom, 2 bath
Unfurnished House
Limit 5 - Available Now - 5/10/10

$480 00 Limit 2 people Limit 2 cars Lease

August Leases Available

B20rO9 ■ 8/7'10
Families with children welcome to apply for any rental unit.

We have many apartments available. Stop in the Rental Office lor a brochure
or visit our website for information: www.iohnnewloverealstate.com

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST. (ac.oss from TKO Bom

soon as possible in order to take
the start on the Giro."
The 37-year-old is making a
comeback to cycling and is riding with the Astana team as he
prepares for another possible
shot at a Tour de Trance title.
The Vuelta of Castilla and Leon
race was Armstrong's first stage
race in Rurope since winning
the2005 Tour.
Armstrong started his comeback at Ihe Tour Down Under
in Australia in lanuary, where
he finished 29th overall. 49
seconds behind winner Allan
Davis of Australia. He then finished seventh in the Tour of
California in February.
On Sal it rday, A rmstrong raced
in the Milan-San Remo cycling
classic and finished 125th. 8
minutes, 19 seconds behind
winner Mark Cavendish.
The mainly flat first slagc
of the Castilla and Leon covered 109 miles from Parades de
Nava to Baltanas. It was won
by loaquin Sobrino Martinez of
BurgOS Monumental in 4 hours,
31 minutes, 53 seconds after a
sprint finish. He was followed
by David Viloria of Rock Racing
and lose loaquin Rojas of Caisse
d'Rpargne.

CAMP WAYNE/ r GIRLS

cars Leaso 5716709-576710

517 N. Summit- Three bedrooms. 2 car

432 S. College »A

during a pileup in the first
stage of the Vuelta of Castilla
and 1 eon race and was taken to
a hospital by ambulance. The
American, who crashed about
12.5 miles from the stages finish, was grimacing and trying to
hold his right arm as he entered
Ihe ambulance.
"The collarbone is broken, and
I have a little bit of road-rash
abrasions,'' Armstrong said as
he left Valladolid University
Hospital. "I've never had this
happen before; it's pretty pain
ful. 1 feel really miserable.''
Astana team leader lohan
Bruyneel said on his Twitter
feed that there were no complications In the break, and suggested Armstrong cou Id be back
riding soon.
"Clean collarbone fracture.''
Bruyneel said. "Should be last
recovery.'
After falling off bis bike,
Armstrong sat in the grass
beside the road, his right shoulder slumped and his wrist restingon his right thigh. When help
arrived, he motioned toward his
righl shoulder. Armstrong eventually walked to ihe ambulance

SIGN UP TODAY!
445 E Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
14191352-0717

Hours:
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
Saturday 10am-3pm

www.greenbriarrentals.com
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Colbert takes advantage of NASA

Valuable missing
statue recovered
a IARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) —A350year-old Maine of a saint and former pope, taken from an Italian
church nearly two decades ago,
has been found in the home of a
North Carolina couple who had
no idea it was stolen, authorities
said.
The intricately carved bust of
St. Innocent will he returned to
the church in Naples, Italy. U.S.
Immigration and Customs and
Enforcement agents said.
The statue was one of 17
similar busts and two oil paint
ings taken from the church in
November 1990. Authorities
told The Charlotte Observer the
trail went cold until two years
ago, when officials in Rome let
federal agents know an Italian
citizen sold a similar statue
to an antiques dealer from

Greensboro.
The statue sold in Charlotte
was bought by the same dealer
at an antiques fair in France,
said Neal lohnson, the Charlotte
dealer who bought the statue
from the same Greensboro dealer and sold it to the couple.
"I've never heard of this happening anywhere other than
some big-time story in New

Host gets space station room named in his honor

York," lohnson said. You don'l
always know the lineage ot pia
es you buy."
the wood and painted gold
statue was made by 17th-century Franciscan artist Diego da
Careri and was part of a set ol
busts displayed at the church
of Santa Maria degli Angeli alle
Croci.
It has lost much of its value
since it was stolen. The head is
gone, part of the cross the saint
carried is missing and much of
the paint has deteriorated.
Agents continue to Investigate the original heist. The
Americans involved have not
hern charged. ICE spokesman
Brandon Montgomery said.
"A lot of times, what happens
is the person who is knowingly
stealing something puts it in
the black market." Montgomery
said. "It can go through three
or four hands before it gets to
the first legitimate buyer, so to
speak."
St. Innocent was born in
Albano, Italy, and bee ante pope
in December 401. He was the
pope nine years later when the
Visigoths captured and sacked
Home.

REED SAXON

NOT READY FOR SPACE: IhcsSepl
21.2008 die photo. Stepnen Colbert from
Comedy Central's "The Colbert Report" is
■

'Old Sparky' possible tourist attraction
By Anna Jo Bratton
The Associated Press

NATIHARNIK

SHOCKER: Nebraska's electric chair is seen
in Lincoln. Neb., in this hie photo from April
16.2007

WASHINGTON [AP
NASA's
online contest to name a new
roomat the international space
station went awry. Comedian
Stephen ( olbert won.
The name- "Colbert" heat
out NASA's lour suggested
options in the space agency's
effort to have the public help
name the addition. The new
room will be launched later
this yen
NASA's mistake was allow
ing write-ins. Colbert urged

viewers of his Comedy Central

•'■

show, I he- ( olberi Report to
write in Ins name. And they
c omplicd, with 2 10,5 19 votes.
I ii.it c lobbered Serenity, one
ol the \.\s.\ ihciices. by more
than 10,000 votes. Nearly 1.2
million votes were cast by the
time the contest ended Friday.
\.\s.\ reserves the right
io choose an appropriate
name. Agenq spokesman
lohn Yembrick said NASA will
decide in April, but will give

top vote getters "the most
consideration."

New Jersey reconsiders its ban on
ikini waxes after outcry from businesses
By B*th D..F..I, o
The Associated Press

the government has been picking our pockets lor so long, it
was like, lust stay out of our
pants, will you?'"
Ihe state Cosmetology and
llairsiyling Board proposed
banning so-called "Brazilian"
bikini waxing after two
women were hospitalized lor
infections following the procedure.
On Friday, Consumer Affairs
Director David Szuchman
effectively killed Ihe plan. In a
letter lo the board, Szuchman
says he won't supporl Ihe ban.
and since his office oversees the
board, the ban would never he
approved.
"Main commenters have
noted thai the procedure can
be safely performed. 1. I herefore, believe thai there ate
alternate means to aclcliess
any public health issues iden

Time capsule
still used for
storage
SANTA I E, N.M. [AP]
I he
my sieiy surrounding ihe buried location of a lime capsule
marking Santa I es 350th
anniversar) more than four
decades ago has been solved:
ll was never underground.

Ihe committee planning
the city"s 100th anniversary
c elebrationslatei thisyeai bad
been searching lor ihe location of the ISO-pound steel
tube- from I960, the Santa Fe
New Mexican reporled in

Friday editions.
Bui it turns out thai the lime
Capsule never was.
Ihe New Mexican said
one ol iis reporters in IH(>4
discovered ihe unfilled tube
in a back room ol an office
machine business, being used
as a shelf lor emply plastic hollies and oilier useless

objects."

TRENTON.NJ.
Newjersej is
smoothing out differences ovei
a plan to ban bare-it-all bikini
waxing.
Ihe state on Friday decided
lo reverse course on die pro
posal after angry salon owners
complained about losing business ahead of swimsuit season.
"Itwasan unnecessary issue,
said spa owner Linda Orsuto.

"In New Jersey especially, where

LINCOLN. Neb. — Residents of a
small southwest Nebraska town
have a question for state officials:
You're not doing anything with
that old electric chair, are you?
The Nebraska Supreme Court
ruled last year that the state's use
of the electric chairwas unconstitutional. Some people in McCook
population just under H.000
— think "Old Sparky" could he
a tourist attraction and have
offered to take it off I lie stale's
hands.
Fifteen men were executed
in the chair, which is about 210
miles east of McCook at tinNebraska State Penitentiary in
Lincoln.

-■ ,rth ^ 20099

Mayor Leo Murphy told the
paper in ihe story more than
40 years ago that ihe project
was abandoned because he
was tnci busy living io pay for
bills me lined from the city's

350th anniversary.

BRIAN BRANCH PRICE

SUNBATHING:
on the beach m
Hairstyle:
reported i>
"Brazilkii •

tifledbythe board," Szuchman
wrote I lie board, lie encouraged the hoard to "to begin an
immediate review of the training necessary to safely provide
this service, and to establish
appropriate protocols and
safeguards."

I he ban was considered aftet
Ihe women complained lo the
board about their injuries: one
woman filed a lawsuit.
Technically, genital waving
has never been allowed in New
lerscy — only I he1 lace, neck,
abdomen, legs and arms are
permitted, but because bare-itall "Brazilians" weren't specif!
rally banned, slate regulators

didn't enforce the law.
No other state i- known to
explicit!) ban the procedure,
according to cosmetology
experts.
Genital waxing can be dan
gerous because the hot wax
can irritate or tear delicate skin
in the bikini area, resulting in
infections, ingrown hairs and
rashes, according lo skin care
experts.
Despite such risks, millions ol
American women — and some
men — choose to have the hair
down there ripped away, and a

majority ol salons in Newlersey
oiler the procedure lor $50 lo
$60.

" I hose were days of confusion, days of chaos.' lie had
told ihe New Mexican. I was
more interested in getting
some friends to sign a note
with me lo cover ihe deficit
i he celebration ran up than 1
was in what happened lo the
i apsiile."
The capsule was supposed
io be filled with items "perlinenl lo Santa Fe's 350th anniversary celebration'' in I960,
around ihe time when ihe
City was believed lo have been
founded in liiio. Historians
later discovered evidence that
il was founded in 1607 or earlier.

visit us online
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BGSU students will begin and end their college careers at the
Stroh Center. BGSU's new 4,700-seat arena will be the site of
graduation ceremonies, student orientation, concerts and
other campus events, and serve as the new home for Falcon
basketball and volleyball.
Construction of the state-of-the-art facility will
begin this fall and be completed in 2011.

A Campus Priority
Planning for the Stroh Center and the Wolfe
Center for the Arts, whose groundbreaking will be
later this year, has been in the works for nearly
a decade.

The Need
The Stroh Center will replace Anderson Arena
in Memorial Hall. While it has a storied place
in BGSU's history and tradition, Anderson is:

Construction of the two buildings will launch a
much-needed period of revitalization touching
nearly every part of the campus. Plans include:

> Nearly 50 years old.
> Not easily accessible to people with disabilities
and does not comply with the Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA).

> Major renovations of residence halls and
Greek housing as well as the possible
construction of new residence halls.

> An inadequate facility for graduation
ceremonies, concerts and other campus
events because of its configuration and
poor acoustics.

> Dining hall renovations.
> Renovation of the Student Health Center.

> Becoming increasingly expensive to operate
and maintain.
> Lacking in comparison with other arenas in the
Mid-American Conference.
> Lacking in the modern conveniences that
students, fans and event goers have come to
expect in an arena.
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> Renovation of University, Williams, Moseley,
Hanna and South halls.
> Upgrades of critical campus infrastructure.
> Implementation of an energy conservation
plan.

Achieve

www. b g s u . e d u / s trohcenter
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Battle over stimulus package
continues in special election
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Sen. Dodd now in nation's hot seat;
some hope for his speedy retirement
By Susan Haigh

By LizSidoti

The Associated Press

The Associated Press

JIAU MOON, N.Y. — With polls
bghi a Republican state legislator and Democratic venture
capitalist battle daily over the
economic stimulus package in
congressional race that's seen
as a referendum on President
li.u.uk Obama's policies and a
jest of GOP strength.
What we should have done
jvasgohacktothedrawingboard.
feet a Stimulus package that truly
creates jobs, invests in infrastructure and the economy.'1 says )im
Tedisco, a Republican echoing
Washington parly leaders who
almost unanimously opposed
the S787 billion package,
Scott Murphy, conversely.
bands with Obama and fallow Democrats who control
Congress. "The right choice was
jfur the federal government to
help us through this crisis with
the stimulus. This is the shock
absorber that could start to turn
the economy around," he says.
Playing out in a sprawling
upstate New York district, the
first special election of Obama's
presidency is a priority for both
parties. Money is flowing to the
candidates. Party heavyweights
^campaigning. Outsidegroups
are involved.
It's not that the race will decide
U.S. House power; Democrats
have a comfortable majority,
it's not that the district is a bellwether: Republicans outnumber
Democrats. It's not that the outcome wil I gauge the public's exact
sentiment; turnout is always very
jow in special elections.
But
Democrats
and
Republicans plan to use the
results anyway as a measure
of the popularity of Obama's
economic efforts. The outcome
also will serve as a barometer

TIMROSM
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BATTLE: New York Assembly Minority Leader Jim Tedisco. R-Schenectady. speaks with

HARTFORD, Conn. — Howard
Rosenblatt voted for U.S. Sen.
Christopher Dodd five years ago.
I le won't do that again.
"It's time for Chris to resign,"
said the 62-year-old owner of
Rosenblatt's department store in
Naugatuck. Conn., a working-class
borough of more than 30,000. "He
sits on the Senate banking aimmission, and he had his hands on
funny money loans."
Ban Reilly, a r>9-year-old factory
worker from Naugatuck, shares
Rosenblatt's anger with the state's
senior senator.
"Don't get me started on Dodd,"
he said. "He's been doing the job
KH) long and he's got a hole in his
canoe and it's sinking."
While Dodd. 64, has only recently found himself in the nation's
political hot seat because of his
role in the AIG bonus debacle, it
has become clear that his issues
with voters back home have been

festering for two years. The AIG
controversy appears to have exacerbated his popularity problems.
"His numbers started to fall
wo years ago, and it had nothing to do with the economy,"
said Quinnipiac University Poll
Director Douglas Schwartz. "It's
been a cumulative effect that has
brought him down."
Dodd's decision to move his

family to Iowa, his initial refusal
to release documents of his two
controversial mortgages with
(xiuntrywide. criticism of how
he financed a vacation cottage in
Ireland, and now Iris involvement
as Senate Banking Committee
chairman in the bill that ultimately
protected bonuses for executives
at Insurance giant AIG have all
taken their toll.

HARAZ H GHANBARI | ar PHOTO

GRIM FACE: Senate Banking Committee Chairman Sen. Christopher Dodd. D-Conn.. is
interviewed by The Associated Press in his office on Capitol Hill in Washington.

a reporter in Glens Falls. NY

for the beleaguered GOP and its
new national chairman, Michael
Steele.
Republicans hope to prove
they can win after national
defeats in 2(KXi and 2008. Steele
after a rough start in his new job.
wants to quiet critics who doubt
he can engineer victories. He has
sent party workers to the district,
campaigned for Tedisco and
poured in S20(),6ou. I he Nat ioi tal
Republican
Congressional
Committee has spent more than
$343,000, including S329.OO0 for
advertising opposing Murphy.
With foreclosures, unemployment and fears running high,
voters clearly are divided over
the stimulus.
"I'm not sure it was the right
move. Who's going to pay for it in

the long run?'' wondered Susan
Inglee, 49, a bus driver from

Queensbury.
Countered Hill Pomeroy, 81. a
retiree from Clifton Park, who
has watched his investments
evaporate: "It was the right thing
to do but it's been done much too
quickly.''
Right or wrong, "I hope it
helps.'' said lessica Painter. 31. of
t (ihiH's, who lost her job last fall
at a title insurance company.
Traditionally conservative,
New York's 20th Congressional
District cuts across the Hudson
Valley, the Catskills and the
Adirondacks. It is heavily white,
rural, and middle class, and had
been in COP hands for decades;
George W. Bush comfortably
won it tWtCS.

Obama reacts to
public frenzy over
executive bonuses

EPA's global warming findings
could push Congress to act
ByH.Jos.rf H.4...T1
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The White
House is reviewing a proposed
finding by the Environmental
Protection Agency that global
wanning is a threat to public
health and welfare.
Such a declaration would be
the first step to regulating carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases under the Clean
Air Act and could have broad
economic and environmental ramifications. It also would
likely spur action by Congress
to address climate change more
broadly.
The White House acknowledged yesterday that the EPA
had transmitted its proposed
finding on global warming to
the Office of Management and
Budget, but provided no details.
It also cautioned that the Obama
administration, which sees
responding to climate change
a top priority, nevertheless is
ready to move cautiously when
it conies to actually regulating
greenhouse gases, preferring to
have Congress act on the matter.
The Supreme Court two
years ago directed the EPA to
decide whether greenhouse

"I think this is
just the step in that
process."

By Charles Babington
The Associated Press

Robert Gibbs | Press Secretary
gases, especially carbon dioxide
from burning fossil fuels, pose a
threat public health and welfare
because they are wanning the
earth. If such a finding is made,
these emissions are required to
be regulated under the Clean
Air Act, the court said.
"I think this is just the step in
that process," said White House
Press Secretary Robert Gibbs,
noting the Supreme Court ruling. Another White 1 louse official, speaking anonymously in
deference to Gibbs, predicted "a
long process" before any rules
would be expected to be issued
on heat-trapping emissions.
But several congressional officials, also speaking on condition
of anonymity because the draft
declaration had not been made
public — said the transmission
makes clear the EPA is moving
to declare carbon dioxide and
other greenhouse gases a danger to public health and welfare
and views them as ripe for regulation under the Clean Air Act.

WASHINGTON — President
li.ir.ii k Obama raced to the front
of the pitchfork crowd last week,
feeding public furor over bonuses
paid to publicly rescued companies.
But now, amid signs that
rescinding the bonuses might
undermine his financial-sector
bailout plan, the president is waving an olive branch.
Obama's tone changed dramatically over the weekend, after
the House voted for targeted
taxes to take back most of the
$165 million in bonuses paid to
executives of the largely nationalized insurance giant American
International Group. Many lawmakers felt Obama had encouraged their step, because he called
the bonuses reckless, outrageous
and unjustified.
In the White House, however,
the situation seemed to be spinning out of control. Some fellow
Democrats questioned the constitutionality and wisdom of the
harsh reaction.
On Sunday, Obama told CBS's
"60 Minutes" the House's plan to
slap a special tax on the AIG executives would be unconstitutional.

March SPECIAL
5% OFF monthly market rate
Student Housing for 2009/2010

meccabg.com

GREENBRIAR
MARCH
S99/PERS0N DEPOSIT!
MANY RENT SPECIALS
HURRY IN!
APARTMENTS FILLING UP FAST
GREAT LOCATIONS STILL AVAILABLE
<2k
ALL OFFERS AND SPECIAL RATES

VALID THROUGH MARCH 31, 2009
SOME RESTRICTIONS MAY APPLY

GREENBRIAR, INC.
352-0717

• 123

1/2

S. Main St. ]

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

www.newloverentals.com
'.

445 E. W00STER

I
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GREENBRIARRENTALS.COM

• Quiet Living
• Deluxe Modern One
Bedroom Apartments
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Dude if
f

we lived at
Copper Beech...

...we wouldn't have to worry
about a ride!
FREE Shuttle Service to experience Downtown
BG Night Life from 10:30pm - 2:30am EVERY
Friday and Saturday Night!
> FREE Internet
> FREE cable
> FREE private shuttle
> Private baths
in each bedroom
> Available furnished
or unfurnished
> Full-size washer & dryer
in each unit

> Spacious living
at a reasonable price
> 4 bedroom townhomes
starting as low as
$299 per person
> and so much more...

ill Ml

> Full-size dishwasher
in each unit

I
TOWNHOME
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COMMUNITIES, LLP
t

2057 Napoleon Rd • 419-353-3300 • www.copperbeechtownhomes.com
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ASHES TO ASHES: In this photo released by the Alaska Volcano Observatory/US Geological Survey, steam rises from ihe lop vent in the
summit crater of Alaska's Mount Redoubt The Mount Redoubt volcano erupted five times Sunday night and early yesterday. March 22 and 25
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■I ■
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WILLOW, Alaska — Alaska's
Mount Redoubt volcano enipted
five times overnight, sending an
ash plume more than 9 miles into
die air in die volcano's first emissions in nearly 20 years.
Residents in the state's largest
city were spared from falling ash,
though fine gray dust was falling
yesterday morning on small communities north of Anchorage. The
ash began falling around daybreak
and continued into midmoming.
They were supposed to end by
noon.

Tt'scomingdown," Rita lackson,
56. said early yesterday morning at a 24-hour grocery store in
Willow, about 50 mik-i north of
Anchorage. She slid her lingers
across die hood of her car, through
a dusting of ash.
Ash from Alaska's volcanos is
like a rock fragment with jagged
edges and has been used as an
industrial abrasive. It can injure
skin, eyes and breathing passages.
The young the elderly and people with respiratory problems are
especially susceptible to asli relal
ed health problems. Ash can also
cause damage engines in planes,
cars and (nhci vehicles.

Alaska Airlines canceled 19
flights in and out of the Anchorage
international airport because of
the ash.
FJmcndorf Air Force Base in
Anchorage told only essential personnel to re|x>rt to work. The Air
Force says 60 planes, including
lighter jets, cargo aircraft and a
747 commercial plane, were Ixing

sheltered
The first eruption, in a sparsely
area across Cook Inlet from the
Kenal Peninsula, occurred at
10:38 p.m. Sunday and the fifth

happened at 4:30 am yesterday
according to the Alaska Volcano
Observatory.

Overloading causes
plane crash

OAKLAND, Calif. — Oakland
police are reviewing the deadliest day ever for their department
to see if any mistakes were made
in confrontations with an anned
parole violator, and prosecutors
were examining how parole officials tried to monitor the gunman
before he killed three officers and
left a fourth brain-dead.
Bouquets of flowers from grieving residents were piled up at a
growing memorial in front of the
Oakland police department after it
suffered its worst single-day death
toll Saturday. Oakland had never
lost even two officers in the line of
duty on the same day.
"We lose officers about every 57
hours in this country," said Chuck
Canterbury, president of the
national Fraternal Order of Police.
"But seldom do you have one of
this magnitude."
Police said all four officers wenshot Saturday by Ixrvelle Mixon,
26, of Oakland, a parolee who fled

I
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1 Basie music
5 Salon offering
9 Heat-resistant glass
14 Winglike parts
15 Part of LAN
16 China brand
17 Coal containers
18 Maddux or Norman
19 Cromwell's earldom
20 Fireballs hit
23 JFK info
24 Syr. neighbor
25 Popular place
29 Loading places
31 Squalid
33 Outback bird
34 Verb-forming suffix
36 Floral necklace
37 Seize
38 Guns N' Roses hit
43 Gloomy effect
44 "The Bronx '

Clean air grp.
Taxi
Bombards
In need of scratch
Annapolis or West Point
OVC rival
Wash rm.
Johnny Cash hit
Pursuit
Inter (among others)
Part of VMI
Fanny of vaudeville
Head support
Prison uprising
Toledo mister
Astronaut Slayton
Zenith
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CRASH SITE: Officials investigate.the
scene of a fatal plane crash outside the Butte
Airport in Butte. Mont, on March 22.2009.
A small plane, possibly carrying children on a
ski tup. crashed Sunday

counts former Vice President
Dan Quayle and Microsoft
founder Bill Gates among its
340 members.
"We were going on a vacat ion
with all the grandkids," said
Irving M. "Bud" Feldkamp.
who lost two daughters and
their families in the crash.
"They were all excited about
skiing."
I'cldkamp leased the airplane that crashed. I le said he,
his wife and another daughter
had driven to Montana for the
vacation.
"We were at the entrance
to the Yellowstone Club when
I got a cell phone call" from
my nephew, Feldkamp said,
"lie saw it on CNN. lie said,
'Nobody survived.' And we
knew it was our plane."
Feldkamp spoke with The
Associated Press shortly after
he and other relatives of the
victims spent about 45 minutes at the crash site.

"We lose officers
about every 57 hours
in this country."
Chuck Canterburyl President
after shooting two officers following a traffic stop, then killed two
others after a SWAT team entered
an apartment in which he was
hiding Mixon was killed by officers, police said.
"All were very hard-working officers," acting police Chief Howard
lordan told KTVU-TV Monday
morning "I knew each of them
personally.
"You can have as many officers as you can on the scene," he
added, "but police work is inherently dangerous."
lordan said state Attorney
Cicneral Jerry Brown has started
looking into what efforts had
been made to locate and monitor Mixon, who lordan said
had an extensive history of violence.

Town preps
for river

flooding
By Dave Kolpack
The Associated Press
FARGO. N.D. — High school and
college students were let out
of class yesterday to help with
sandbagging as residents raced
to hold off a threat of flooding
from the rising Red River.
City officials planned to fill
more than 1 million sandbags,
but with more rain forecast they
increased the need to nearly
2 million sandbags — about
500.000 each day by the end of
the week.
"We're confident that we can
get the bags delivered," said
Bruce (irubb. largo's enterprise
director, "(jetting them made is a
more daunting challenge."
North Dakota State University
canceled classes yesterday and
largo high schools also excused
students to help.
"The students are eager to help.
Vvc're ready to go," Fargo school
spokesman Dan Huffman said.
Across the river outside
Moorhead, Minn., DilworthGlyndon-Felton High School
junior Luke Gable said he was
given the option of studying
or sandbagging, and decided
school could wait.
"Everyone needs help right
now," Gable"We've got fresh legs
and fresh arms."
North of Moorhead in Oak|xirt
Township, where residents had
to be evacuated by boat during
the 1997 flood, homeowner Barb
Groth helped volunteers fill sandbags near her house yesterday.
"We're consider the dry side
of the township, but we Hooded
anyway in 1997, This flood is
supposed to be worse," Groth
said. "We're nervous."
Fargo city administrator Pat
Zavoral estimated the city of some
90,000 residents was about 40 percent protected as of yesterday.
Flood stage at Fargo is 18 feet,
and the National Weather Service
said the Red River had reached
25.3 fait yesterday morning The
weather service said the river is
expected to crest in Fargo eariy
Friday at around 40 feet — a
record.
Officials said the dike protecting downtown Fargo was being
raised to about 43 feet and an
emergency levee south of the
city was being completed.
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$699
^JM

(plus tax)

No meal substitutions
I liirlleO lime only at particiMtiiig locations
Not valid <nth any other offer

APWO

SANDBAGGING: Volunteers at
Oakport Township north of Moorhead,
Mmn filled sandbags yesterday, as residents prepared for record flooding from
the Red River.

39 Female military grp.
40 Isle of exile
41 Pilgrimage destination
42 Offer a view
47 Gray shade
48 Bit of clowning
50 Outpatient facility
51 Horsedrawn carriage
52 Ms. Mimteux
54 Dance music
56 Agitate
59 Swiss painter
60 Old Italian coin
61 NFL passers
62 Mary of "Where
Eagles Dare"
63 One in Emden

ANSWERS

ENTREE—r.
DAVIKOIPACK

After deaths of four police
officers, Oakland in mourning
The Associated Press

ACROSS

ANY +

The Associated Press

By Tarry Collini and Lisa Leff
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I Poked
2 Former S.F. mayor
3 Stomach acid inhibitor
brand
4 Soap brand
5 Beeps
6 Missteps
7 Coral formation
8 Automotive bling
9 Ample amount
10 Affirmative answers
II Hosp. staffers
12 Want-ad abbr.
13 Tic-tac-toe winner
21 "Liebestraume" composer
22 Antioxidant ion
26 Actress Gilpin
27 Muscat's land
28 Hollow
cylinder
30 German port
32 Author of "Adam
Bede"
35 Scaly inflammation
37 Bus. school entrance
exam
38 Pet protection grp.

Small Chips & Choice of Salsa
and
Regular Fountain Drink

By Matt Gouras and Joan Lowy

BUTTE, Mont. — Investigators
will examine whether a singleengine turboprop plane was
overloaded when it nose-dived
into a cemetery and killed 14
people on board who were
heading to a retreat for the
ultrarich for a ski trip, a federal
official said yesterday.
The plane was likely designed
to carry a total of 11 people,
including two pilots, Mark
Rosenker, acting chairman of
the National Transportation
Safety Board, said at a news
conference.
Officials
said
seven adults and seven children were killed in the crash
Sunday; a relative said there
were two 4-year-olds and the
other children were ages 1, 3.
5.7 and 9.
"It will take us a while to
understand," Rosenker said.
"We have to get the weights of
all the passengers, we have to
get the weight of the fuel, all of
the luggage."
Rosenker said it was possible
that a very small child would
be on the lap of an adult.
"We are going to have to try
to understand how and why
there were an additional three
people (over the assumed configuration! on the aircraft,"
Rosenker said. Sonic luggage
was retrievable for weight and
measurement analysis, he
said.
Relatives of the victims said
they had been traveling to the
Yellowstone Club for a skiing vacation. The club, near
Yellowstone National Park, is
a millionaires-only resort that
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Anchorage volcano erupts
The Associated Press
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2009. sending an ash plume more than 9 miles into the air in the volcano's first emissions in nearly 20 years

By Mary Ptmbvrton
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For Rent

For Rent

Avail, summer &/or 1st semester
only, see Cartyrentals.com
Call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm,

Fifth Street apt, 2BR, 2 bath.
S535/mo + util.
Call Jack or Phil at 800-829-8638

Basement Apt., Near Campus
$350/mo, util. incl.
Call 419-352-5882

Services Offered
Roe Automotive and
Transmission Repair, best rate,
quality ASE cert, repair, student
discounts avail Call 419-601-2478

Highland Management
1/2 off rent any month, New Low
Prices on Specific Properties
Pet friendly, call 419-354-6036,
www.bghighlandmgmt.com

Help Wanted
BARTENDING! up to S300/day. No
exp necessary Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174
400 Counselors/Instructors needed!
Coed summer camps in Poconos PA
Call 800-488-4321 www lohikan.com
Earn extra $, students needed ASAP
Earn up lo Si 50 a day being a
mystery shopper, no exp needed.
Call 1-800-722-4791

HOUSES - RENT SPECIAL
FREE FIRST MONTHS RENT
OR $99 SECURITY DEPOSIT
2 Orchard Circle,
1/2 blck Irom campus, near windmill,
4 BR, 2 bath, S900/mo, good cond
227 S. College. 3 BR. 1 bath,
S900/mo, good condition.
129B S. College, 1/2 block from
campus, 1 BR, 1 bath, $375/mo.
Call 419-352-6064 or go to
wwwfroboserentals.com

For Rent
"09-10 SY few remaining houses.
1 Irg house left, 8 allowed on lease,
promo 50" HD TV flat screen w/ hse.
new hardwood floor. 2 blks campus,
cartyrentals com, 419-353-0325
1 & 2 BR apts close to campus,
$395-550/mo + electric, pet friendly
Avail now & Aug. call 419-708-9981
1 & 2 BR apts, quiet. Sign up now for
fall, save up to $1200.
Susan-419-841-9816. 419-345-4768
1 BR apt across from campus,
$350/mo + util, avail. May.
Call 419-787-7577.
12 month leases starling May 2009,
841 3rd - 3BR duplex, S945 * util,
453 S. Prospect A -3BR duplex
$690/mo + utilities,
420 S College - 3BR house
$700/mo * utilities.
849 6th C - 1BR, $330/mo + util.
322 E. Court *2 -1BR, $430 incl util,
Smith Apt Rentals
www.bgapartmentS-com
419-352-8917
2 BR fum. 12 month or 1 yr lease,
S510/mo incl heat, water, sewer,
gas • cable Call 419-494-8208
2 roommates needed, 3 BR 2 bath
house near campus. $385/mo. incl.
util, cable & internet. 419-419-9029
3 BR house. 404 S. College.
S600/mo plus util.
Available Aug. call 419-352-4850
426 E Wooster, Large 3 BR apt.
great location! Avail Fall 2009.
$950Ano, util. incl, call 419-352-5882
426 E. Wooster, Lg 1 Bdrm.
avail. Fall 2009, $475/mo. utlls incl.
Call 419-352-5882
5 S 3 BR houses/apts,
available May S August.
Call 419-353-2787 & leave message
Avail now, newly remodeled apt w/
3 BR, each w/ priv bath & entrance
Close to campus, $995'mo * else.
Call 419-708-9981

#riVYW00DAPTS.$
T-f 1 Bdnns./Studios 'M» kVJJLlMlMlfflHra*

^^HMrllMrWAII
■ttYH.YilliVilify*

£ Near BGSU, private 2
J patio/entrance, extra
W storage, pets welcome W
# short-term leases avail. ■#
* No Security Deposit *
jge ir vou movie in before Jt,
5
3/31/09.*
J
J 419-352-7691 EHO*
*mL

Restrictions Apply*

3 BR units, 1/yr leases,
avail. May-Aug '09,
Scott Hamilton & 5th St also
2 BR apts. 1/yr lease, avail May or
Aug 09,4th Si Pets allowed.
S500/mo tgas & elec. 419-409-1110.
May-Aug. summer subleaser needed
at Copper Beech. Furnished, cable.
internet, W/D. private bath.
Contact Jennifer at 330-507-6311
or email: jenbens@bgsu.edu
Summit Hill 414/418 S Summit St,
2+BR. A/C, garage, W/D. remodeled,
spacious, pet friendly, new low price!
Avail Now -1 BR's @ The Highlands,
Call 419-354-6036.

Delivering

DAY&
NIGHT

SUNDAY
MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY; 11:OOAM
UNTIL
FRIDAY
2:00AM
SATURDAY

ii-oo-! CALL352
3:OOAM

SAMB

*jgf.
www.sambs.com

Preferred
Properties Co.
Find A Place To Call Home
www.prelerredproperliesco.com

MAKI YOUR HOME ftT:
Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apts.
Piedmont Apts.
Updated Birchwood (small pet allowed)
Mini Mall Apts. (Downtown)
1 Bedroom & Efficiencies
Houses

OFHCE HOURS
MorvFrt: 8-4:30
530 S. Maple St

419-352-9378

